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Abstract
In recent years, psychology has wrestled with the broader implications of disappointing rates of replication of previously
demonstrated effects. This article proposes that many aspects of this pattern of results can be understood within the classic
framework of four proposed forms of validity: statistical conclusion validity, internal validity, construct validity, and external
validity. The article explains the conceptual logic for how differences in each type of validity across an original study and a
subsequent replication attempt can lead to replication “failure.” Existing themes in the replication literature related to each
type of validity are also highlighted. Furthermore, empirical evidence is considered for the role of each type of validity in nonreplication. The article concludes with a discussion of broader implications of this classic validity framework for improving
replication rates in psychological research.
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Introduction
There is little dispute that psychology, and perhaps personality and social psychology in particular, is experiencing a
crisis of confidence regarding its methodology. Many of its
traditional research practices have come under critical scrutiny. Indeed, the existence of a number of well-known phenomena in personality and social psychology such as social
priming (e.g., Harris et al., 2013; Shanks et al., 2013) and
ego-depletion (e.g., Hagger et al., 2016) have been called
into question. This crisis in the discipline is also reflected
in the vast methodological literature that has accumulated in
recent years regarding potentially problematic research practices. Numerous journals have devoted special issues or special sections to the topic (e.g., Perspectives on Psychological
Science in 2011, 2012, & 2014; Journal of Mathematical
Psychology in 2013; Journal of Experimental Social
Psychology in 2015 & 2016). Likewise, a number of edited
and authored books have appeared recently with titles indicating serious concerns regarding psychological research
such as Psychological Science under Scrutiny: Recent Challenges and Proposed Solutions (Lilienfeld & Waldman,
2017), The Seven Deadly Sins in Psychology: A Manifesto
for Reforming the Culture of Scientific Practice (Chambers,
2017), and Psychology in Crisis (Hughes, 2018). Concerns
reflected by such publications have also led to the creation of
new organizations whose goal is to reform research practices
(e.g., Center for Open Science, Society for the Improvement
of Psychological Science) and garnered attention in articles

and op-eds in prominent media outlets such as the New York
Times (e.g., Barrett, 2015; Carey, 2018).
Although the causes of this crisis regarding methods in
psychology are no doubt multiple, nothing has brought more
attention to the issue than the results of several large-scale
replication attempts (e.g., Ebersole et al., 2016; Klein et al.,
2014, 2018; Open Science Collaboration, 2015). Notably,
these efforts have often reported disappointingly low levels of successful replication of previously documented
effects (sometimes 50% or less). These replication rates
have been far from ideal and less than might have been
expected. However, the reasons for low replication rates
and their broader implications for the field have been a
matter of intense debate.
Some scholars have seen low replication rates as indicative of fundamental flaws in the traditional way psychological research has been conducted. According to these
psychologists, attempts to replicate previously published
psychological effects often fail because the originally published effects were spurious and resulted from problematic
methodological practices (e.g., L. K. John et al., 2012;
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Simmons et al., 2011). Such a view is exemplified by statements suggesting that under certain assumptions, at least, a
majority of published results in psychology could be false
(e.g., Pashler & Harris, 2012), a claim that has been made
more explicitly for medical research (Ioannidis, 2005). Similarly, news stories on the crisis have noted that some scholars
have argued that traditional research practices are so flawed
that it is necessary “to burn things to the ground” (Bartlett,
2018). From the standpoint of such critics, current replication efforts represent more informative explorations of psychological phenomena than the original studies.
In contrast, other scholars have not interpreted low rates
of replication as suggesting a hopelessly flawed discipline.
Rather, advocates of this viewpoint note that failure to
obtain previously demonstrated effects could have resulted
from the complexity of the original phenomena under
investigation and/or potentially problematic methods used
in the replication efforts (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2016; Stroebe
& Strack, 2014; Van Bavel et al., 2016). These commentators have argued that replication failures can result when
researchers inadequately take into account such complexities, leading to erroneous interpretations of their results.
Such views have led some to regard the conclusions and
actions taken by some critics as misguided and perhaps
even destructive (Bartlett, 2018). From this point of view,
some recent replication efforts are not necessarily more
informative and could even be less informative than the
original studies they aim to replicate.

Overview
The goal of the present article is not to argue for one side or
another. Rather, our goal is to suggest a conceptual framework for organizing and understanding the many themes that
have emerged. We believe that viewing replication issues
through the lens of an organized conceptual framework can
contribute to the debate in at least three ways. First, the
conceptual lens can help to highlight similarities and differences among the various explanations for and solutions to
disappointing replication rates that have been advanced in
the literature. Second, the conceptual lens can help to identify some of the unstated and/or untested assumptions underlying these explanations and proposed solutions. Finally, the
lens can focus attention on new or neglected explanations
and potential solutions.

A Validity-Based Conceptual Framework
The central premise of the present article is that, when considering why a replication study has failed to reproduce the
findings of an earlier study, it is useful to consider this question in light of the now classic research validity typology
originally proposed by Cook and Campbell (1979). Building
on earlier work by Campbell and Stanley (1966), Cook and
Campbell proposed that any study could be evaluated in
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terms of four fundamental types of validity: statistical
conclusion validity, internal validity, construct validity, and
external validity (see also Shadish et al., 2002). This validity
typology continues to be prominently featured in many contemporary discussions of research methods (e.g., Brewer &
Crano, 2014; Crano et al., 2015; Kenny, 2019; E. R. Smith,
2014; West et al., 2014). Although the four validity types
have long been regarded as useful in evaluating original
studies, we argue that they can also be helpful in designing
replication studies and interpreting their results. More specifically, we postulate that anytime a replication study has
failed to obtain the same results as the original study, this
discrepancy is likely a function of differences between the
studies in one or more of these four types of validity. To
more concretely illustrate this assertion, we consider each
of the four types of validity in turn and discuss the logic
for how each validity might play a role in any given
failure to replicate a previously demonstrated finding. For
purposes of our discussion, we focus on a scenario in
which an original study provides evidence supportive of
an effect and a replication study has failed to produce
significant evidence of that effect. However, the logic
we present can also be readily applied to understanding
other patterns of discrepancy between original studies and
their replications.1 For purposes of simplicity, we illustrate the role of these four types of validity in the context
of the experimental designs that consume the bulk of
replication efforts in psychology, though most of the
observations are also applicable to nonexperimental studies. We next describe each of the four types of validity
and their applicability to the replication crisis.2

Statistical Conclusion Validity
Statistical conclusion validity refers to the accuracy of a
conclusion regarding a relation between or among variables
of interest. The conclusion is accurate if claiming a particular relation exists when there really is such a relation in the
population or claiming no relation exists when no relation
exists in the population (Cook & Campbell, 1979). The
term “relation” is used broadly to refer to a wide range of
statistical indices (e.g., measures of association, tests of
differences in means) and can be applied to simple bivariate
relations as well as more complex relations such as interaction effects. In most discussions, violations of statistical
conclusion validity can take one of the two forms: Type I
error (i.e., concluding that a relation exists when there is no
relation) or Type II error (i.e., concluding that no relation
exists when, in fact, a relation is present). When considering a situation in which original researchers have concluded
there is a relation and replication researchers conclude that
there is no relation, a statistical conclusion validity perspective suggests two possibilities. First, the original study
might have produced a Type I error and the replication
study correctly failed to find evidence of a relation.
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Alternatively, the original study might have correctly suggested the existence of a relation and the replication study
produced a Type II error.
Our survey of the contemporary replication literature
reveals that concerns regarding statistical conclusion validity
have strongly shaped the views of many psychologists in this
debate. Indeed, among those who argue that low replication
rates reflect fundamental problems in psychology, a common
inference has been that if a replication study has adequate
statistical power, failure to replicate is a function of the
original study having produced a Type I error. That is, the
original study is presumed to be lower in statistical conclusion validity than the replication study. This belief that poor
statistical conclusion validity producing a Type I error in
original studies (e.g., due to low statistical power) plays a
central role in low replication rates can be illustrated by
numerous statements in the recent replication literature such
as those below:
Among all proposed reforms to make our research more reproducible, I am most interested in increasing the statistical power
of our published studies. (Vazire, 2016, p. 4)
So, in low-powered studies, significant results are more likely to
be false-positive errors, and p-values close to .05 are particularly
untrustworthy, because they are unlikely to reach the alpha level
required in an underpowered study to achieve an acceptable
false discovery rate . . . The downsides of false positives are well
known. Creating interventions and further studies based on
false positives is a misuse of resources. (Giner-Sorolla et al.,
2019, p. 18)
Low power is a problem in practice because of the normative
publishing standards for producing novel, significant, clean
results and the ubiquity of null hypothesis significance testing
as the means of evaluating the truth of research findings. As we
have shown, these factors result in biases that are exacerbated by
low power. Ultimately, these biases reduce the reproducibility of
neuroscience findings and negatively affect the validity of the
accumulated findings. (Button et al., 2013, p. 373)

Thus, one overarching theme of the contemporary replication literature has been that numerous failures to replicate
original findings suggest in part that Type I errors are pervasive in the psychological literature and that a critical challenge for the field is to identify why Type I errors are so
common and to develop strategies for minimizing them. To
date, a number of potential answers have been offered to
these challenges, and the various answers constitute many
of the most prominent themes in the contemporary replication literature.
For example, as the quotes above indicate, a number of
methodologists have noted the prevalence of published original studies with low power. They postulate that because (a)
such studies are more prone to producing extreme effect size
estimates, (b) it is possible to conduct more of these smallsample studies than highly powered large-sample studies,
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and (c) there is a bias against publishing null results (Greenwald, 1975), then low power might have played a major role
in the publication of false positive effects (e.g., Button &
Munafò 2017). This view has led some commentators to
advocate stricter standards for statistical power in psychological research as a means of enhancing replicability (e.g.,
Vazire, 2016). Others have argued that the traditional alpha
of .05 provides inadequate protection against Type I error
and should be replaced with more stringent alpha levels in
original research (e.g., .005; Benjamin et al., 2017; Greenwald et al., 1996). Part of this argument is that such changes
would enhance the replicability of published results (because
the published effects would be more likely to be real).
Finally, some methodologists have focused on the notion that
conducting a large number of small (low power) studies—
some of which produce extreme effect sizes that are published—can lead to exaggerated statistical evidence for an
effect in the literature. Because of this, some researchers
have focused on developing indices aimed at detecting when
selective reporting might be occurring in an effort to prevent
the publication of exaggerated statistical evidence (e.g.,
Francis, 2012; Schimmack, 2012; Simonsohn et al., 2014).
Yet another rationale given for prevalent Type I errors in
the published literature is the use of questionable research
practices (QRPs; for example, L. K. John et al., 2012; Simmons et al., 2011) by the authors of original studies. QRPs
cover a wide range of behaviors that overlap with the themes
already discussed, but QRPs also include additional practices. Most involve ways in which data are collected, analyzed, or reported that can lead (particularly in conjunction
with one another) to inflated Type I error rates. Advocates of
this rationale have argued that replicability of findings could
be greatly enhanced by better educating researchers as to the
problematic nature of QRPs and requiring greater transparency in the description of research practices.
Finally, some have argued that false positives are common in psychology because of inherent limitations in the
statistical approach that most social scientists use. These
critics argue for adopting alternative approaches to traditional null hypothesis significance testing (NHST). Some
have even suggested abandoning traditional NHST and
instead reporting effect sizes and their corresponding confidence intervals (e.g., Cumming, 2014; Schmidt, 1996). Others have promoted the use of Bayesian statistics (e.g.,
Hoijtink et al., 2019; Wagenmakers et al., 2017).
None of these explanations or proposed solutions have
been without controversy. The soundness of many as explanations and/or solutions has been challenged (e.g., Fiedler
et al., 2012; Finkel et al., 2015; Stroebe, 2016). Moreover,
not all of the explanations/solutions are necessarily consistent with one another. The goal of this review is not to
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each viewpoint
focused on statistical conclusion validity, but we note that
all of these themes share the underlying assumption that
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statistical conclusion validity is an important part of the
replication crisis.
Before concluding our discussion of statistical conclusion
validity, it is worth noting that the traditional Type I/Type II
null hypothesis testing (NHST) framework is not the only
possible way of talking about statistical conclusion validity.
This framing was how Cook and Campbell (1979) conceptualized this form of validity and it remains the dominant
perspective among replication researchers and methodologists who point to false finding rates or Type I error as a
major problem in psychological research. However, alternatives to traditional NHST have been proposed. For example,
Bayesian statistics have been advocated and some might
regard Bayesian approaches as stepping outside the notion
of true versus false findings. To us, the Bayesian approach
(at least as it is most commonly implemented in practice)
does not so much move beyond such assumptions as test and
describe the findings differently than in traditional NHST.
However, there is another long-held notion that there are
no true null hypotheses (e.g., Bakan, 1966; Cohen, 1990;
Meehl, 1978; see Morrison & Henkel, 1970) which would
require reevaluation of the notion of Type I error. An alternative to testing a null hypothesis with a nondirectional alternative is not to specify a null at all but to conduct a
symmetric pair of one-tailed tests, each with p(error) ¼ a/2
(see Jones & Tukey, 2000). The outcome would be to act as
if the population effect lies in one direction, the opposite
direction, or the sign of the difference is not yet determined.
Such conclusions largely match typical conclusions based on
NHST but without testing a null hypothesis per se. In this
approach, there is no such thing as Type I error. Type II error
could still be a failure to make a directional claim when there
is a difference in the population, but the only claim made in
error would be one of the incorrect direction (Type III; Shaffer, 2002). We agree that the point null might never be completely true. If so, “false” findings might generally be
considered claims of a direction when the sign of the direction should still be in doubt. Alternatively, researchers might
want to include in Type I errors population values that fall
close enough to zero to fall within a “loose” null hypothesis
(though there are rarely clear criteria for what would be close
enough; see Bakan, 1966, for discussion). Because the notion
of Type I error continues to play a key role in recent methodological discussions, we retain that language throughout
the current article, but we also believe it reasonable to note
that the notion of Type I error per se might require adjustment acknowledging the plausible and widespread belief that
no population difference between psychologically relevant
conditions will truly be strictly zero.3
Regardless of whether one adopts a traditional NHST
view of statistical conclusion validity or an alternative perspective, the threats to statistical conclusion validity are still
largely the same (e.g., the distorting effects of QRPs). Moreover, as indicated earlier, we argue that statistical conclusion
validity is only one of the four categories of explanations for
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non-replication. Thus, it is useful to turn our attention to each
of the other three types of validity and their relevance for the
replication crisis.

Internal Validity
In many cases, psychologists are not simply interested in
establishing whether there is a relation between or among
variables. Their theorizing allows them to conceptually designate one or more variables as an independent variable (IV;
or predictor variable) and one or more variables as a dependent variable (DV). That is, the researcher wishes to postulate a causal relation (i.e., the IV as operationalized produces
the observed changes in the DV as operationalized). Internal
validity refers to the extent to which a relation among variables can be interpreted as causal in nature (i.e., whether the
IV as manipulated plausibly caused observed differences in
the DV; Cook & Campbell, 1979). In the simplest twocondition experiment in which an experimental treatment
is compared with a control condition (i.e., absence of treatment), the question is whether the difference observed
between the treatment and control condition on the DV was
produced by the presence of the treatment. In nonexperimental studies, internal validity is comparatively low and it is
generally quite difficult to reach firm causal conclusions. In
the case of experiments involving random assignment to
conditions, internal validity is higher and the basis for causal
inferences is much stronger.
Even in randomized experiments with appropriate control
groups, however, threats to internal validity can arise. For
example, any factor that introduces a post hoc violation of
random assignment, such as differential attrition in experimental conditions, can compromise internal validity. If a
large number of research participants fail to complete the
experiment in one condition and nearly all participants complete the experiment in another condition, this could violate
random assignment if the participants who drop out differ on
some relevant psychological dimension from those who
complete the study. Indeed, if dropout rates are nontrivial
in magnitude but at comparable levels in both conditions,
this attrition could still threaten internal validity if the psychological factors producing dropouts in the two conditions
are different.
For purposes of the present discussion, such a threat to
internal validity could be problematic for two reasons. First,
if the violation of random assignment introduces a preexisting difference in the groups that is in some way related to the
DV, it could result in the emergence of a spurious effect.
That is, the IV might appear to be exerting an impact on the
DV when it has no actual effect. Second, if a violation of
random assignment introduces a preexisting difference that
is related to the DV in a manner that is opposite the effect of
the IV, it could result in the emergence of a spurious null
effect. That is, the IV could be exerting an impact on the DV,
but this effect could be masked by a countervailing relation
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of the preexisting difference in groups with the DV. Thus,
from the standpoint of internal validity, there are two possible explanations for why an original study might have
demonstrated an effect and a replication study might have
failed to obtain this effect. First, the original study might
have been high in internal validity, but the replication study
introduced a threat to internal validity that masked the effect
of the IV on the DV. Second, the original study might have
suffered from a threat to internal validity that produced a
spurious effect, whereas the replication study was higher in
internal validity and thus no spurious effect emerged.
Although there is a conceptual basis for internal validity
playing a role in failures to replicate, internal validity differences have not been identified as key to the contemporary
replication literature. None of the major themes in this literature have been closely tied to issues of internal validity.
Indeed, at first glance, it might be difficult to imagine how
at a practical level differences in internal validity between an
original study and a replication study might arise. However,
such a situation might be more plausible than is initially
apparent. For instance, any time a new study involves a
change in the nature of the population, setting, or recruitment
method that could affect the motivation or ability of participants to complete the study, this could result in differences in
participant attrition across studies.
Notably, data collections in online environments such as
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) have become common
in psychology, whereas 15 years ago data collections in such
settings were extremely rare (e.g., see Anderson et al., 2019).
Thus, there may be many cases of replication in which the
original study was run in a laboratory whereas the replication
study was run online. Online studies routinely produce much
higher attrition rates than laboratory studies, and it can be
difficult to discern attrition rates in popular online platforms
such as MTurk. Indeed, researchers collecting online data
seldom report attrition rates and how this problem was managed, and direct examinations have suggested that high attrition rates can sometimes result in online experiments
producing distorted results (see Zhou & Fishbach, 2016).
To illustrate the potential distortion, Zhou and Fishbach
(2016) conducted two online studies to show how attrition
could produce seemingly implausible findings. In one study,
participants were randomly assigned to list four happy events
from the past 12 months or twelve happy events from the past
12 months. They then rated the difficulty of the memory task.
This ease of retrieval experiment (Schwarz et al., 1991) produced the surprising finding that participants found the fourevent task more difficult than the 12-event task. However,
the attrition rate was 69% in the 12-event condition and 26%
in the four-event condition, thereby violating random assignment. Thus, the result was likely driven by people who found
the 12-event task particularly difficult simply dropping out
of the study. In a second study, they randomly assigned
participants to describe how applying eyeliner versus shaving cream made them feel. Participants then reported their
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weight. Surprisingly, the manipulation appeared to influence
participants’ weight—participants were lighter in the eyeliner condition than the shaving cream condition. Interestingly, this study produced similar levels of attrition (32% in
the eyeliner condition and 24% in the shaving cream condition), but attrition in the two conditions was different for men
and women, thereby leading to proportionally more women
in the eyeliner than the shaving cream condition (a violation
of random assignment). Thus, self-reported weight was
likely lower in the eyeliner condition because more women
were in this condition and their average weight was lower
than that of the men in the study. As these studies help
illustrate, in light of the high rates of attrition in online studies and their potentially distorting effects, internal validity
(especially differential attrition) might play a more important
role in replication failures than has been recognized in the
literature.

Construct Validity
In basic research, psychologists are primarily interested in
formulating and testing general theories regarding psychological and behavioral phenomena. Therefore, the focus is on
testing hypotheses regarding relations between psychological constructs (i.e., the conceptual IV and conceptual DV). In
any given study, a researcher chooses particular operationalizations of those constructs (i.e., the operational IV and the
operational DV). However, no single operationalization is
likely to be a pure reflection of its intended construct; the
operationalization will also reflect random influences and
unintended systematic influences (i.e., unintended alternative constructs or confounds; Cook & Campbell, 1979).
Thus, manipulations and measures can vary in the degree
to which they correspond to the constructs of interest.
Construct validity refers to the extent to which the operationalizations of the independent variables (IVs) and dependent
variables (DVs) in a study correspond to their intended conceptual variables (constructs). In the context of the current
discussion, low construct validity can create one of the two
possible problems.
First, low construct validity can result in studies producing “misleading” null effects. Specifically, even if a
researcher’s hypothesis regarding a relation between the constructs of interest is correct, a study might fail to provide
evidence of the effect if the operationalization of the IV or
DV is poorly mapped onto the construct. For example, if
either the IV or DV operationalization (or both) is contaminated by a high level of random error, no effect might be
observed because there is simply too much “noise” in the
data to consistently detect the effect even if such an effect
exists in the population (e.g., see Stanley & Spence, 2014).
Alternatively, if either operationalization substantially
reflects an unintended construct, no effect might emerge if
the unintended construct is unrelated to the other construct or
if it has contradictory effects to the intended construct. For
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example, imagine a study designed to test whether perceived
competence makes people more willing to undertake difficult tasks. The study manipulates perceptions of competence
by having participants do extremely well or only moderately
well on a vocabulary test and then presents participants with
a choice of attempting different verbal ability tests of varying
difficulty. In this case, the intent of the manipulation is to
influence perceptions of verbal competence. However,
imagine this manipulation has an impact on participants’
mood in addition to or instead of perceived verbal competence (i.e., success produces positive mood). The manipulation might not influence task choice if perceptions of
competence have not been influenced but mood has been
influenced and mood is unrelated to the difficulty of the
tasks people choose. Alternatively, perhaps both perceived
task competence and mood were influenced, but they have
opposite effects on task choice (e.g., if people in good
moods avoid difficult tasks to decrease the likelihood of
failure that would ruin one’s mood; Wegener & Petty,
1994). If so, the manipulation might have no overall effect
on task choice because the effects of perceived competence
and mood cancel each other out.
In the various scenarios regarding random or systematic
error, the obtained null effect is not strictly “spurious” in that
the IV as operationalized truly has no effect on the DV as
operationalized. However, the researcher’s interpretation of
this null effect could be in error. That is, a researcher might
conclude that there is no relation between the conceptual
variables (constructs) of interest, when in fact it could simply be because the operationalization(s) have failed to properly represent those constructs (in this case, the IV).
A second possible problem emerging from poor construct
validity is that it can lead to the emergence of “misleading”
non-null effects. That is, if either operationalization is reliable but captures an unintended construct and the unintended
construct happens to be related to other constructs represented in the study, an effect can emerge, but the meaning
of that effect is obscured. Once again, the effect is not spurious in that the IV as operationalized truly has had an impact
on the DV as operationalized. However, the interpretation of
this effect is likely to be in error. A researcher might conclude that the effect has emerged because the hypothesized
relation between the conceptual variables is correct, when in
fact one or both of the constructs of interest have played no
role in the emergence of the effect at the operational level. In
reality, it could be that no relation exists between the conceptual variables (constructs) of interest.
These two potential problems resulting from poor construct validity suggest two possible explanations for why
an original study might demonstrate an effect and a replication study might fail to provide evidence of the effect. First,
consider a situation where there is a relation between the
constructs of interest in the population. If the operationalizations in the original study have high construct validity
whereas one or both operationalizations in the replication
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study have lower construct validity, this could lead to the
emergence of an effect in the original study and a “failure”
(null effect) in the replication. This could occur regardless of
whether the operationalizations are the same across the original and replication study (but a change in sample, setting, or
time has changed the level of construct validity) or are different across studies. Second, consider a situation where no
relation exists between the constructs in the population. If
either operationalization in the original study happened to
reflect one or more unintended constructs related to the constructs of interest, evidence of a (misleading) non-null effect
could emerge in the original study. However, if the operations in the replication study have higher construct validity
than in the original study, this misleading effect would fail to
emerge in the replication.4
Although sometimes acknowledged, the potential role of
construct validity in replication failures has seldom been a
central focus in the contemporary replication literature.
Nonetheless, in recent years a number of commentators have
noted various conceptual reasons for why changes in populations or contexts across original and replication studies could
alter the psychological properties of the operationalizations
(even when identical or nearly identical experimental manipulations or measures are used; for example, Fabrigar &
Wegener, 2016; Finkel et al., 2017; Gilbert et al., 2016;
Petty, 2018; Stroebe & Strack, 2014; Wegener & Fabrigar,
2018). As a simple example, using the same cartoons to
induce good mood in two different eras can fail to have the
same effect on the underlying construct because of changes
in societal tastes. Indeed, the specific manipulations or measures used in original studies are often selected to provide
relatively optimal operationalizations of their intended constructs in the specific population and context of the original
research rather than to be operationalizations broadly applicable across settings and people. It is not uncommon for
researchers to conduct pretesting of experimental manipulations prior to using them in a primary study or to employ
manipulation checks within a primary study as a means of
assessing the construct validity of manipulated independent
variables. However, such practices are far from universal in
original or replication research. Systematic reviews have
indicated that many psychological researchers fail to undertake adequate construct validation efforts of the dependent
measures used in their studies (Flake et al., 2017; Fried &
Flake, 2018, 2019). Commentators emphasizing issues of
construct validity have suggested that in the presence of such
concerns, low replication rates do not necessarily indicate
Type I errors in the original studies. However, skeptics of
this viewpoint have noted that such arguments have been
based on conceptual logic and hypothetical examples rather
than actual empirical demonstrations of the role of construct
validity problems in non-replication (e.g., see Zwaan et al.,
2018a, p. 47).
Construct validity has also played an important role in the
on-going debate regarding the appropriate roles of direct
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(exact) versus conceptual replication (e.g., Crandall & Sherman, 2016; Fabrigar & Wegener, 2016; Finkel et al., 2017;
LeBel et al., 2017; LeBel & Peters, 2011; Nosek et al., 2012;
Pashler & Harris, 2012; Petty, 2018; Simons, 2014; Stroebe
& Strack, 2014; Zwaan et al., 2018a, 2018b). Two central
themes have emerged in this debate. First, there has been
spirited discussion regarding the relative value of these two
types of replication and the extent to which one should be
emphasized at the expense of the other. Second, there has
been substantial discussion regarding how distinct these two
approaches truly are and what the concept of direct replication actually means in the context of psychological research.
When examining differing viewpoints on these two
issues, much of the disagreement seems to originate with
differences in the extent to which commentators are focused
on studies in which general or more specific constructs are of
key interest. For example, in theory testing research, investigators are most interested in abstract constructs like
“attractiveness” or “academic performance” that can be
operationalized in many different ways. In more applied
research, investigators are more interested in much more
specific and concrete constructs (e.g., Oprah Winfrey) or
particular outcomes (e.g., grade point averages) that are
closer to and sometimes nearly identical to the operations
used to represent the constructs. When constructs in an original study are viewed at an abstract and general level (e.g.,
does “frustration” lead to “aggression?”), the fundamental
goal of replication is to replicate relations between those
general constructs, regardless of whether the same or very
different operationalizations are used to represent them. For
such researchers, conceptual replication is viewed as having
potential benefits. When constructs in an original study are
viewed more concretely and perhaps are nearly identical to
operations (e.g., will a particular dosage of a drug enhance
students’ grades over the course of a semester?), it is more
reasonable to assume that the best way to achieve construct
validity is to use the same operationalizations. In such situations, direct (exact) replication has obvious benefits.
Researchers producing “failed” replications have sometimes briefly acknowledged that changes in the psychological properties of manipulations or measures as a function
of context or population might have contributed to the failure (e.g., Ebersole et al., 2016, p. 81; Klein et al., 2018,
p. 482; Open Science Collaboration, 2015, p. aaac4716-6).
However, construct validity explanations have not been
given as the primary reason for non-replication. Rather,
replication researchers have typically assumed that the likelihood of construct validity problems should be minimized
so long as the replication procedure matches the original
procedure as closely as possible (i.e., a direct/exact replication; cf. Gilbert et al., 2016), an assumption that has problems, as noted earlier.
There has often been little attempt on the part of replication researchers to empirically evaluate the extent to which
the operations used in direct replications map onto the
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concepts in original studies, even in cases where the original
researchers explicitly accorded substantial attention to construct validity issues. For example, the manipulations and
measures used in some original studies that were later replicated initially underwent some form of psychometric evaluation (e.g., see Petty & Cacioppo, 2016). In some cases,
manipulations or measures were pretested to ensure they met
certain psychometric criteria. Most commonly, the performance of experimental manipulations was evaluated with a
manipulation check or the performance of measures was
assessed with some form of psychometric analysis (e.g., factor analysis). Replication efforts have often not reported
which original studies included such assessments of operationalizations and which did not. Likewise, when such
assessments were reported in the original studies, replication
reports have infrequently indicated whether psychometric
assessments were also replicated either before or in conjunction with the replication study. Finally, when data relevant to
assessing the performance of the manipulations or measures
in replication studies have been available, replication
researchers have often failed to fully report such data and
consider their implications when evaluating why the replication failed to reproduce the original findings. Indeed, in the
few cases where the psychometric properties of measures
have been evaluated in replications, these investigations
have indicated that the psychometric properties of the measures have sometimes differed across the original and replication study thereby making interpretation of non-replication
difficult (see Fried & Flake, 2018).
As an illustration of some of these observations, it is
worth considering the Many Labs 3 replication initiative
(Ebersole et al., 2016). In this multilab effort, 10 published
studies were replicated. Of the original studies, explicit mention of pretesting of operationalizations occurred for one
study (Cacioppo et al., 1983). However, the report of the
replication study made no mention of this pretesting procedure in the original study and whether this pretesting protocol was also replicated. In a second study (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1973), the authors did not conduct pretesting but
based their selection of experimental stimuli on linguistic
analyses published 8 years earlier. The replication report
made no mention of the basis of the original authors’ choice
of stimuli and did not indicate whether any attempt was made
to ascertain whether more contemporary linguistic analyses
could confirm that the stimuli from almost 50 years earlier
were still appropriate. In three original studies (Cacioppo
et al., 1983; Monin & Miller, 2001; Szymkow et al.,
2013), manipulation checks of independent variables were
reported. None of the replication reports noted the use of
manipulation checks in the original studies nor were any
results provided for these manipulation checks in the replication studies. Indeed, there was no mention made of
whether the manipulation checks were included in the replication studies. Finally, in the one nonexperimental original
study (De Fruyt et al., 2000), the original study used
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previously validated self-report scales to assess the association between conscientiousness and persistence. In the
replication study, the original 48-item measure of conscientiousness was replaced with a two-item measure and
the multi-item self-report measure of persistence was
replaced with a measure of the amount of time spent
working on an unsolvable anagram task. In the replication
report, no discussion was provided of the psychometric
properties of the two-item scale relative to the original
48-item scale nor were data reported to evaluate whether
performance on the anagram task would be related to
scores on the original self-report measure of persistence.
Thus, lack of attention to comparable construct validity
across original and replication studies is a plausible cause
of replication failure.

External Validity
External validity refers to the extent to which the results of
an original study can be generalized to other situations and
populations (Cook & Campbell, 1979).5 When evaluating
whether the results of a study can be said to generalize, this
judgment must be made in the context of the goals of the
study. For a purely applied study that examines rather concrete constructs closely tied to specific operations, the relevant generalization might very well concern the extent to
which the relation between a specific operationalization of
an IV and a specific operationalization of a DV generalizes
to a new setting or population. When the goal of a study is
basic theory testing, the relevant generalization question
likely differs. That is, the primary focus of generalization
would usually concern the degree to which the relation
between the psychological constructs of interest generalizes
rather than the specific operationalizations of these constructs used in the original study, though generalization
would include generalizing the impact of the specific operationalizations to the extent that those operationalizations
continue to represent the same constructs for the new population or setting.
Thus, in basic research where theory testing is the primary focus, it is important to distinguish between situations
in which changes in the setting or participants could have
produced different results because of construct versus
external validity limitations. If the results of an original
study fail to be replicated because the manipulations or
measures no longer effectively capture their intended constructs in the new setting or with the new participants, the
discrepancy between studies is most appropriately interpreted as a construct validity issue. In contrast, if the operationalizations continue to function similarly in the
replication study (i.e., they appropriately represent the original constructs) but the results are different because of a
difference in the relation between constructs in the new
setting or with the new participants, this discrepancy is
better considered as an external validity issue.
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Differentiating between these two possibilities is obviously important for interpreting a replication failure and
gaining a full understanding of the conceptual phenomenon
of interest in theory testing research. However, it can also be
of value in applied contexts. Imagine a case in which the
effect of an applied intervention is found to have no effect
because the intervention as operationalized originally no longer influences the focal construct presumed to influence the
DV. Such a failure would suggest that the original specific
version of the intervention cannot be used in the new population or setting, but it does not invalidate the broader concept of the intervention. The original study still constitutes a
valid “proof of concept,” and an alternative version of this
intervention might well be effective to the extent that it
successfully represents the original construct of interest.
However, if the effect of the intervention is not replicated
because of a problem with external validity, this suggests
that variants of the original intervention that represent the
original construct are also unlikely to be successful in the
new population or setting. A fundamentally different strategy might be needed.
When considering cases in which an original study and a
replication study have produced discrepant results, low
external validity can provide a very straightforward explanation. Even if both the original and replication study were
high in statistical conclusion validity, internal validity, and
construct validity, it is possible that the two studies differ on
characteristics of the participants or the context that could
alter the relation between the constructs reflected by the IV
and DV (i.e., one or more characteristics might moderate the
effect of the IV on the DV). If so, one would not expect the
effect demonstrated in the original study to generalize to
the new study’s population or setting.
A number of commentators on replication efforts have
suggested that differences in population or context might
moderate the emergence of effects and thus account for differences across original and replication studies (e.g., see
Barsalou, 2016; Cesario, 2014; Dijksterhuis, 2014; Stroebe
& Strack, 2014). For the most part, when discussing moderators, commentators have not distinguished between moderators that might produce their effects as a result of changes
in the construct validity of operationalizations (as just
described) versus those that reflect changes in the nature of
the relation between constructs (external validity). Indeed,
moderation can also represent a case of statistical conclusion
validity. For example, a study on frustration leading to
aggression initially conducted with a male population might
fail to replicate in a sample of females (i.e., gender moderates the effect) because (a) the operation used to induce
frustration in males fails to produce frustration in females
(construct validity problem6), (b) although operations represent the constructs well in both populations, frustration fails
to produce aggression in females (external validity problem),
(c) although the inductions represent the constructs on average in both populations and frustration does produce
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aggression to the same extent in both the male and female
population, the female sample chosen for the replication
does not represent the population of females as well as the
male sample chosen represents the population of males leading to a smaller effect size in the female sample and thus
requiring a larger sample to detect the effect in the new
female sample (statistical validity problem).
In speculations in prior commentaries about the impact of
moderators, factors identified as potential explanations for
differences across studies are most often attributed to external validity. Yet, as noted above, they might sometimes be
more appropriately interpreted as construct or statistical
validity concerns. Importantly, commentators who have
stressed the potential role of external validity have cautioned
that because of such possible moderators, the fact that many
replication studies have failed to reproduce the results of
original studies does not necessarily indicate that Type I
errors are pervasive in the published literature.
The potential role of external validity in replication has
been acknowledged to some degree in multi-lab replication
efforts when they examined potential moderation by lab or
other factors (e.g., Alogna et al., 2014; Ebersole et al., 2016;
Hagger et al., 2016; Klein et al., 2014, 2018). However, some
advocates of a prominent role for replication in psychology
have expressed discomfort regarding the inferential ambiguity of potential post hoc “hidden moderator” explanations for
discrepancies between original and replication studies as
illustrated below:
It is practically a truism that the human behavior observed in
psychological studies is contingent on the cultural and personal
characteristics of the participants under study and the setting in
which they are studied. The depth with which this idea is
embedded in present psychological theorizing is illustrated by
the appeals to “hidden moderators” as explanations of failures to
replicate when there have been no empirical tests of whether
such moderators are operative . . . (Klein et al., 2018, p. 482)
The fact that contextual factors inevitably vary from study to
study means that post hoc, context-based explanations are
always possible to generate, regardless of the theory being
tested, the quality of the original study, or the expertise of and
effort made by researchers to conduct a high-fidelity replication
of an original effect. Accordingly, the reliance on context sensitivity as a post hoc explanation, without a commitment to
collect new empirical evidence that tests this new idea, renders
the original theory unfalsifiable. (Zwaan et al., 2018b, p. 6)

Our point here is not to debate the likelihood of the presence of “hidden moderators,” but to note some moderators
might best be interpreted as factors likely to affect construct
or statistical conclusion validity, whereas others are probably
more appropriately conceptualized as factors likely to regulate the relations among underlying constructs in the new
setting and participants (i.e., factors affecting external validity). Thus, consideration of moderators in replication studies
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and the specific type of validity concern to which moderation
should be attributed might have been more superficial than is
desirable.
To date, when testing potential moderators in replication
studies, the primary focus has been on examining what we
call “generic” moderators (e.g., see Ebersole et al., 2016;
Hagger et al., 2016; Klein et al., 2014, 2018). That is, the
primary focus has been on moderator effects involving broad
characteristics of samples and settings such as country of
data collection, language of country, setting (i.e., online vs.
laboratory), task order, and time of semester of data collection. Exploration of such moderator effects provides less
than optimal tests of the boundary conditions for psychological phenomena because the psychological meaning of the
examined moderator is not specified. That is, such moderators are largely atheoretical. For example, consider a characteristic such as time of semester (e.g., see Ebersole et al.,
2016). It is difficult to clearly relate this potential moderator
to a specific psychological construct (e.g., it might reflect the
level of conscientiousness of participants, participant procrastination, participant busyness). Moreover, to the extent
that one can relate it to a specific construct, it might best be
regarded as a proxy for the construct rather than an optimal
operationalization of it (e.g., a formal scale assessing conscientiousness would be better). Perhaps even more problematic, many of these generic moderators such as time of
semester might well be capturing multiple constructs, some
of which could be exerting contradictory effects (e.g., perhaps time of semester reflects both conscientiousness and the
degree to which participants are naı̈ve to psychological
methods). Finally, the characteristics themselves have typically not been selected based on theoretical logic or prior
empirical evidence but rather logistical convenience (e.g.,
the ease with which they can be documented or measured
in multiple settings) or their presumed applied importance.
Were one to carefully examine the literatures associated with
any of the psychological effects being examined, it is not
clear that most or any of these generic moderators would
appear on a list of the most conceptually compelling moderators for any of the specific psychological phenomena
being investigated. In light of these conceptual and methodological ambiguities, it is perhaps not surprising that replication efforts have reported relatively few effects of such
generic moderators. And as noted above, if such moderation
was found, it would be useful to know if the moderation
should be attributed to issues involving external, construct,
or statistical conclusion validity.
Sometimes, though more rarely, multi-lab replication
efforts have examined more specific moderators of particular
phenomena (e.g., measures of specific personality traits or
individual differences), although even in these cases more
text has been devoted to discussing results of generic moderators than specific moderators (e.g., Ebersole et al., 2016;
Klein et al., 2018). Conceptually, we suspect that examining
specific moderators would often be more promising. In the
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case of specific moderators, the intended construct of interest
is usually stated and the construct is generally examined
because of past theory or research related to a specific phenomenon under investigation. In addition, such moderators
usually involve measures specifically developed to assess the
intended construct (or were based on a prior measure
designed to assess the construct). That being said, an important limitation of most of these investigations has been that
logistical convenience (i.e., ease of data collection) has
strongly dictated both the measures used and the conceptual
moderators selected (for an exception, see Alogna et al.,
2014). Because these multi-lab replication efforts have often
been restricted to sets of very short studies that can all be
administered (often online) within a comparatively short
time frame, moderator variables have often been streamlined
versions of scales rather than the “gold standard” measures
of the intended constructs (often with no accompanying psychometric evaluation of the adequacy of the streamlined
measure; cf. Widaman et al., 2011). Shortened versions of
scales can be less likely to produce effects than their original longer versions (e.g., Bakker & Lelkes, 2018). Similarly, only the sorts of moderators that can be easily
assessed with a few brief self-report items are typically
considered for inclusion. More subtle characteristics of
context or characteristics of participants that require more
intensive measurement protocols have generally been
avoided. Finally, because the moderators being tested are
almost always measured rather than manipulated, variations
in the mean levels of these moderators across labs (or participants) could obviously be confounded with other factors
(that could themselves have conflicting effects). Thus, once
again, it is not surprising that evidence for moderator
effects in the accumulated replication initiatives has been
comparatively sparse.

Emphasis on Different Types of Validity
in the Replication Literature
Our core argument is that when viewed from the standpoint
of Cook and Campbell’s typology of validity, any failure to
replicate the findings of a prior study could be accounted for
by one or a combination of four different sets of explanations
related to the four kinds of validities. However, as already
noted, there has been substantial asymmetry in attention
accorded to each of these explanations. In our reading, all
of the primary explanations for poor replication rates and
proposed solutions for increasing replication rates (e.g.,
increased power, prevention of QRPs, more stringent alpha
levels, use of Bayesian statistics, and replacing statistical
tests with effect sizes and confidence intervals) are based
on the assumption that the primary cause of nonreplication is low statistical conclusion validity. Construct
validity and external validity have been acknowledged as
relevant to understanding non-replication, but neither has
assumed a central role in replication initiatives or the
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literature on replication. Internal validity has for the most
part been ignored as a possible explanation for nonreplication.
Importantly, more formal content analyses of publications
in psychology support this narrative account. As an illustration, consider the recently published books on the current
crisis that were cited earlier. Of the 18 chapters in Lilienfeld
and Waldman (2017), when discussing issues related to one
of the four types of validity, 12 focused primarily on issues
related to statistical conclusion validity. Only one chapter
focused primarily on external validity, one chapter focused
primarily on construct validity, and one chapter primarily
discussed issues related to internal validity when discussing
the four forms of validity (three chapters did not discuss any
of the four types of validity). Likewise, in Chambers (2017),
statistical issues were the most prominently featured form of
validity in three of the eight chapters. None of the other
forms of validity was the primary form of validity featured
in any single remaining chapter (these chapters dealt with
outright fraud and other concerns not directly related to Cook
and Campbell’s forms of validity). Only Hughes (2018) did
not show a clear emphasis on statistical conclusion validity.
Hughes (2018) primarily highlighted issues related to statistical conclusion validity in one chapter, construct validity in
one chapter, and external validity in one chapter, with
another chapter providing comparatively balanced treatment
of these three types of validity (three other chapters discussed issues not directly related to the forms of validity).
Broader content analyses suggest similar conclusions.
In one recently published paper (Fabrigar et al., 2019), a systematic content review was conducted on books, special issues
of journals, and special sections of journals focusing on replication issues (a total 88 journal articles and book chapters
published in eight distinct special issues/sections of journals
and one book). For each publication, whether it focused at
least in part on issues directly related to each of the four types
of validity was examined, and, if so, if there was a predominant focus on one of the types of validity. It was found that,
when discussing validity issues, 61% of publications focused
primarily on statistical conclusion validity, whereas 9%
focused primarily on external validity and 8% focused primarily on construct validity. Only 5% focused primarily on internal validity and another 17% did not discuss issues directly
related to any of the four types of validity. More comprehensive and detailed content analyses suggested similar conclusions (Vaughan-Johnston et al., 2020).
Likewise, one major way that advocates of reform have
promoted changes in psychological research is by arguing
for changes in submission guidelines to journals. In response
to such recommendations, a number of journals have revised
their submission requirements. These changes have strongly
emphasized statistical conclusion validity. To illustrate, consider the statement of principles articulated when a new editorial team assumed responsibility for Social Psychological
and Personality Science (Vazire, 2016). Of the four aims and
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their implementation highlighted by the new editor (see p. 4),
three focused primarily on issues related to statistical conclusion validity. None of the other three types of validity
were highlighted in any of the aims and/or their implementation. Once again, broader content analyses of journal
guidelines and policies led to similar conclusions (Fabrigar
et al., 2019). In an examination of the guidelines of seven
major social–personality journals and six major marketing
journals, content analysis indicated 45% of guidelines for
social-personality psychology journals were directly related
to statistical conclusion validity (e.g., a guideline regarding
sample size and statistical power). For the remaining three
validities, only about 1% to 3% of guidelines addressed one
of these forms.7 Likewise, of the guidelines examined in
marketing journals, 26% related to statistical conclusion
validity, whereas none of the other three types of validity
were represented.
Finally, the primacy of statistical conclusion validity can
be seen in published replication efforts themselves. When
reporting their findings, replication researchers have routinely provided detailed justification for and empirical evidence of the adequacy of their statistical analyses.
Discussion of statistical power and calculations related to
statistical power are common. Likewise, full reporting of
analytical plans is considered an essential practice. In contrast, as we have noted, detailed discussion of psychometric
evaluations of measures and manipulations (construct
validity) has been relatively rare. Likewise, we have noted
that exploration of the role of external validity has occurred
only sporadically and has seldom been a central objective
guided by theory and methodological best practices.
Indeed, a number of advocates of replication initiatives
have suggested that when concerns exist regarding the construct validity or external validity of a replication study,
replication researchers should not be required to provide
empirical evidence in support of the validity of their methods (e.g., to document that their replication IVs and DVs
have the appropriate construct validity; see Klein et al.,
2018, p. 482; Wagenmakers et al., 2016, p. 924; Zwaan
et al., 2018a, p. 48; Zwaan et al., 2018b, pp. 6–7). Instead,
these authors suggest, perhaps the burden of proof should
rest with critics of the replication initiative rather than with
the authors of the replication effort.8 In our view, the burden should fall on original and replication researchers alike.
For example, original researchers can make clear what
kinds of validity checks are optimal for successful replication, and replication researchers can more generally consider the multiple validities of the replication research.

Empirical Demonstrations of Validity
Processes in Failures to Replicate
Thus far, our discussion of the role of the four types of
validity in non-replication has largely been confined to the
conceptual level. It is also useful to consider the extent to
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which clear empirical evidence exists demonstrating a role
for each type of validity in replication efforts. To date, there
have been few explicit demonstrations in psychology. Most
replication initiatives have focused on simply examining
whether effects can be reproduced and not on understanding
when or why some of these effects have failed to emerge.
Similarly, critics of replication studies have largely confined
their responses to conceptual arguments and only rarely conducted empirical studies to gauge the viability of their criticisms. Thus, the empirical literature on this issue is relatively
modest.
A distinction should be made here between research providing evidence for how violating the four validities can
distort the research literature versus evidence of a role for
the validities in producing replication failures. For example,
although there is little evidence thus far for internal validity
playing a role in specific cases of non-replication, there is
cogent evidence for the more general point that violations of
internal validity can seriously distort study findings. For
example, the distorting impact of violations such as differential attrition have been clearly documented (e.g., Zhou &
Fishbach, 2016). A similar point can also be made regarding
the other three types of validity. The distorting effects that
each type of validity can produce have been discussed extensively. It is the application of these distorting effects to
understanding replication failures that has been comparatively rare. Nonetheless, in recent years, concrete cases have
begun to emerge in which the role of different types of
validity was examined, and these empirical examples suggest that the sorts of processes we just reviewed are more
than simply hypothetical possibilities.

Evidence Relating Statistical Conclusion Validity
and Replication Failure
Although statistical conclusion validity has long been presumed to play a central role in non-replication in general and
has frequently been suggested as a potential cause of nonreplication in specific cases, actual empirical evaluations of
its role in specific cases are difficult to find. In some cases,
replication researchers have chosen not to advance any specific explanation for why some effects have not replicated
(e.g., Ebersole et al., 2016; Klein et al., 2014). In other cases
(e.g., Calin-Jageman, 2018, p. 256; Eerland et al., 2016,
p. 167; Klein et al., 2018, p. 482; Shanks et al., 2013,
p. 7), replication researchers have acknowledged the possibility of construct validity or external validity playing a role
in non-replication but then have downplayed the likelihood
of these explanations and/or suggested that acceptance of
such explanations might undermine the importance of the
original phenomenon of interest (e.g., suggesting that the
original phenomenon might be less interesting if it only
emerges in highly restricted contexts). Yet, in many of these
cases, replication researchers have speculated that Type I
error in the original study (i.e., lack of statistical conclusion
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validity) might be a very plausible explanation for the discrepancy (e.g., Calin-Jageman, 2018, p. 256; Eerland et al.,
2016, pp. 166–167; Shanks et al., 2013, pp. 7–8).
However, even in these later cases, researchers have not
gone beyond noting that the original study appeared to have
some properties conducive to the occurrence of Type I error
(e.g., a small sample size). Clearly establishing that Type I
error occurred in a given case is difficult. For example,
although a small sample size does increase the likelihood
of obtaining an extreme estimate of effect size, there is no
way to be certain in a given case that original evidence for an
effect represented an extreme effect size from a distribution
centered on zero. Similarly, there might be concerns that
tests in a given article might reflect one or more QRPs (such
as use of different covariates across studies).9 However,
establishing that such practices did in fact occur, and if so,
were responsible for the original significant effect emerging
is much more challenging. Thus, constructing a clear empirical case for statistical conclusion validity in a specific case of
non-replication is an elusive goal.

Evidence Relating Construct Validity and External
Validity to Replication Failure
Until recently, arguments for a potential role of construct
validity and external validity in non-replication largely
rested on conceptual logic. However, some researchers have
begun to provide data in support of explanations based on
construct validity and/or external validity. In some cases,
these empirically based responses to non-replication have
involved conducting a new replication study to demonstrate
that the effect of interest can be reproduced if concerns
regarding construct validity and/or external validity are
appropriately addressed. In other cases, researchers have
gone a step further to experimentally test whether particular
construct- or external-validity-related methodological features of the replication study were responsible for the failure
to reproduce the originally demonstrated effect. This still
small, but emerging empirical literature has suggested that
it is unwise to dismiss these two explanations for replication
failures. To illustrate this point, it is useful to consider two
recent and relatively clear cases in which the roles of construct and external validity in non-replication have been
examined (for an interesting comparison example, see
Calin-Jageman, 2018; Ottati et al., 2015, 2018).
Facial-feedback effects using the “pen-in-mouth” paradigm. As
an initial illustration, it is useful to consider the case of the
facial-feedback effect. In the original study, participants
were instructed to hold a pen in their mouths using their teeth
(activating muscles involved in smiling) or using their lips
(activating muscles involved in pouting; Strack et al., 1988).
Participants performed this task while rating the funniness of
cartoons. Participants reported being more amused by the
cartoons when “smiling” rather than “pouting.” The original
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pen-in-mouth study obtained widespread attention, even
being featured on the cover of Science (May 18, 2007).
Noting the prominence of this original study in the psychological literature and the fact that the study had never
been directly replicated, Wagenmakers et al. (2016) conducted a multi-lab direct replication. In this initiative, 55
researchers across 17 labs (N ¼ 1,894) followed a standardized protocol aimed to closely model the original study.
They found no evidence of the effect. In considering the
failure to reproduce the effect, Wagenmakers et al. (2016)
were unable to identify any features of their replication study
that might have accounted for the discrepancy in findings.
Wagenmakers et al. did, however, note that they could not
rule out that some “unexplained factor” might be responsible
for the difference in results but also noted the statistically
compelling evidence for a null effect and the comparatively
homogeneous set of effects obtained across multiple labs.
In considering this failure to replicate, Strack (2016) suggested several possible explanations. Three involved factors
related to external validity. First, he noted that because the
facial-feedback effect is now commonly taught in psychology courses and the original Strack et al. (1988) study is
often mentioned in particular, some participants from psychology subject pools (used in 14 of the 17 replication labs)
might have been aware of what was being be tested, thereby
altering the results. Strack also noted that no formal funnel
interview procedure had been used to screen participants for
suspicion and that the three studies not relying on psychology subject pools produced an effect more consistent with
the original finding. Second, Strack (2016) questioned
whether contemporary participants understood the 1980sera cartoons used in the original and replication studies.10
Finally, Strack (2016) noted that the Wagenmakers et al.
(2016) procedure included visibly present video cameras
recording participants (to ensure that they produced the
requested facial expression). Although the added camera was
intended to increase validity of the facial expressions in the
replication study (i.e., to ensure that participants complied
with the instructions), it might also have induced a subjective
self-focus that is known to alter reliance on internal cues
(e.g., Haas, 1984; Libby & Eibach, 2011; McIsaac & Eich,
2002; Wicklund & Duval, 1971). Because the original study
did not include video recording of participants, this difference in procedure might play a role in the different effects.11
To date, there have been at least two published empirical
tests relevant to evaluating whether the concerns highlighted
by Strack (2016) might have played a role in failure to replicate the original facial-feedback effects. In one effort, Marsh
et al. (2019) conducted a study to determine whether the
original effect could be reproduced using procedures consistent with the recommendations of Strack (2016). Moderately
funny contemporary cartoons were used, and the study did
not have a video camera present. Participants were psychology students tested 2 weeks prior to coverage of the facialfeedback effect in their introductory course. This study
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produced a significant facial-feedback effect with effect
sizes that were not significantly weaker than those of the
original study. However, this study did not include conditions that aimed to replicate the failure of Wagenmakers
et al. (2016) such as testing some students after coverage
of the facial-feedback effect or with a video camera, so it
is not clear whether the identified moderators influenced
whether the effect emerged.
In a more direct empirical response to the Wagenmakers
et al.’s (2016) failed replication, Noah et al. (2018) directly
evaluated the video camera explanation. This study used a
revised set of cartoons pretested to ensure that they were
moderately funny. The study was conducted using participants who were not psychology students and thus presumably unlikely to know about the facial-feedback effect. Of
most central interest, however, Noah et al. (2018) randomly
assigned participants to a version of the study in which a
video camera was present or a version in which no video
camera was present. Their results replicated the original
finding when no camera was present, but failed to produce
evidence of an effect when the camera was present. Thus,
they argued that the presence of a camera played an important role in accounting for the discrepancy between the original and replication studies. The Noah et al. (2018) study
constitutes only a single empirical test of the camera hypothesis and thus conclusions solely based on it should be treated
with caution. In addition, though it does suggest that the
presence of a camera might be sufficient to eliminate the
original effect, it does not directly speak to the extent to
which participants’ awareness of the facial-feedback effect
and the specific cartoons used in the replication might also
have contributed to the failure to find an effect in the Wagenmakers et al. (2016) replication. Nonetheless, it is a good
example of going beyond speculation about a potential moderator and actually testing its importance.
Finally, evidence potentially relevant to evaluating the
role of the presence of a camera in the emergence of the
facial-feedback effect was recently reported in a comprehensive meta-analysis of facial-feedback literature conducted by
Coles et al. (2019). Overall, they found evidence of a facialfeedback effect. Importantly, a meta-analytic comparison of
studies that included visibly present camera recording equipment versus those that did not failed to produce evidence of
moderation (p ¼ .36). That being said, it is not clear that this
comparison clearly refutes the camera explanation. Such
meta-analytic comparisons do not involve random assignment and thus unknown confounds could exist in the comparison. Furthermore, the analysis involved studies using a
variety of manipulations of facial movements and thus it
does not directly speak to the effect of the pen-in-mouth
procedure used by Strack et al. (1988). It could be that different manipulations of facial movements are not all equally
affected by the same moderators. It is interesting to note that
the meta-analytic estimate of the facial-feedback effect in the
two conditions fell in the same direction as in Noah et al.
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(2018; camera visibly present: d ¼ .17, p ¼ .003; no camera
visibly present: d ¼ .23, p ¼ .0000007).12 Moreover, the
primary discrepancy between this meta-analysis and the
Noah et al. experiment was that a significant effect still
emerged in the camera present studies in the meta-analysis,
whereas the effect was weak and nonsignificant in the camera condition of Noah et al. study. This result is contrary to
any claim that the facial-feedback effect is illusory.
Taken as a whole, what can be concluded from the discrepancy in findings between Strack et al. (1988) and
Wagenmakers et al. (2016) and the external validity explanations advanced by Strack (2016)? First, there does not
appear to be a compelling case that the specific 1980s-era
cartoons used in Wagenmakers et al. (2016) are problematic.
These cartoons were pretested by Wagenmakers et al. and
confirmed to be moderately funny and nothing about their
specific content is obviously unique to the 1980s (see
Wagenmakers & Gronau, 2018). However, it is not clear that
the potential roles of the visibly present camera or participants’ prior knowledge of the facial-feedback effect can be
casually dismissed. Noah et al. (2018) constitutes a direct
experimental test of the camera hypothesis and the results
are suggestive, though it is true that the test of the difference
in magnitude of the facial-feedback effect across conditions
did not reach significance (p ¼ .051 one-tailed; see Wagenmakers & Gronau, 2018). Nonetheless, the statistical case for
the emergence of an effect in the Noah et al. no-camera
condition is “substantial” using typical Bayesian labels (see
Schul, Noah, & Mayo, 2018). This finding is further supported by clear emergence of the effect in the comparatively
well-powered (N > 400; Marsh et al., 2019) replication that
did not include a camera and tested the effect in a population
unaware of facial-feedback research.
In summary, the original Strack et al. (1988) study, the
no-camera condition of Noah et al. (2018), and the Marsh
et al. (2019) study have all provided evidence of the pen-inmouth manipulation producing a facial-feedback effect. The
Coles et al. meta-analysis provided more broad support for
the facial-feedback hypotheses regardless of camera presence. In contrast, the Wagenmakers et al. (2016) replication
effort did not find any effect. The two most obvious methodological differences between the first three studies and the
Wagenmakers et al. study are that the first three studies did
not have a visibly present camera and were conducted in
populations unlikely to have any prior knowledge of facialfeedback research. Thus, it is not clear that one can build a
compelling case for a statistical conclusion validity explanation for the discrepancy between Wagenmakers et al. (2016)
and the original Strack et al. (1988) study. Rather, one or
more factors related to external validity appear more plausible. The Wagenmakers et al. (2016) replication effort tested
the effect of the IV in a context, and possibly in a population,
to which the original effect might not be expected to
generalize.
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Importantly, the factors most likely responsible for nonreplication could not have been readily detected in the
Wagenmakers et al. (2016) data because these factors were
either held constant across the replication data sets (i.e., the
presence of the camera) or only varied modestly across labs
(i.e., the use of participants from psychology subject pools
vs. other sources). In addition, it is not clear that these factors
can be regarded as “hidden” moderators. Suggesting that
studies be conducted in participant populations unaware of
the hypotheses being investigated is certainly not a novel
methodological consideration (e.g., Kruglanski, 1975;
Weber & Cook, 1972). Likewise, the effect of subjective
self-focus on reliance on internal cues is not a novel idea
(e.g., Haas, 1984; Libby & Eibach, 2011; McIsaac & Eich,
2002; Wicklund & Duval, 1971), nor is the use of video
cameras to create changes in self-focus an innovative methodological development (e.g., Haas, 1984; Insko et al., 1973;
Scheier & Carver, 1980; Vallacher, 1978; Wicklund &
Duval, 1971). Therefore, although the potential motives
behind using original materials or introducing ways to ensure
that a protocol is effectively followed are certainly understandable, there may be times when such attempts inadvertently affect other variables that also play key roles in the
effects of interest. All that is left to completely close this
circle is for the Wagenmakers et al. group or some other
independent lab to conduct a study in which they too evaluate whether the presence of a camera, and perhaps awareness
of facial-feedback effects are key factors in moderating the
facial-feedback effect.
Need for cognition as a moderator of argument quality effects on
evaluation. Another useful illustration of an empirical exploration of construct validity and external validity in nonreplication was in response to the “Many Labs 3” project
discussed earlier (Ebersole et al., 2016). In the replication
effort, research teams from 20 labs attempted to replicate 13
previously reported “high interest value” effects from 10
studies. One of the effects was showing a relation between
individual differences in Need for Cognition (NC) and the
extent of processing of persuasive messages (Cacioppo et al.,
1983). Cacioppo et al. (1983) found that participants’ dispositional motivation to engage in effortful cognitive activity
(as measured by the NC scale) interacted with the quality of
persuasive arguments provided to influence evaluations of
the message advocacy. Participants’ evaluations were more
influenced by the quality of message arguments (strong vs.
weak) when they were relatively high rather than low in NC.
However, in the replication based on data collected from 20
different sites (N ¼ 2,696) and one online sample (N ¼ 737),
Ebersole et al. (2016) found no evidence for a NC  Argument Quality interaction. This was surprising because this
particular interaction had been replicated several times previously and was supported in meta-analytic assessments of
the prior studies available (Carpenter, 2015). Ebersole et al.
(2016) were unable to generate an explanation for the
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discrepancy between their findings and the original study,
concluding that they did “not have an explanation for why no
effect was observed under these circumstances” (p. 81).
In considering this failure to replicate, Petty and Cacioppo
(2016) highlighted several methodological features of the
replication that might have substantially eroded the construct
validity of the independent variables and introduced contextual changes that would be likely to inhibit the emergence of
the original effect. First, Ebersole et al. (2016) used a sixitem measure of NC whose psychometric properties had
never been fully evaluated, rather than the previously validated 34-item scale (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) used in the
original study or a shorter validated 18-item scale used in
many other demonstrations of NC effects (Cacioppo et al.,
1984). Second, the original study equated pre-message attitudes across high- and low-NC groups by recruiting pairs of
participants who differed in NC but not in pre-message attitudes toward the message topic. The replication study did not
control for any differences in initial attitudes thereby potentially confounding NC scores with pre-message attitudes.
Both of these differences between the original research and
the replication study might have decreased the construct
validity of the NC measure in the replication.
Another important difference between the original and
replication study was that the replication researchers chose
to model their strong and weak messages on more moderate
(i.e., less strong and less weak) versions of these messages
than in the original study. Also, the messages used in the
replication study were only about half the length of those in
the original study. Shorter message length suggests that the
replication messages contained fewer or less fully articulated
arguments than in the original study. Both changes likely
decreased the construct validity of the argument quality
(AQ) manipulation by creating less of a difference in the
quality of arguments between the strong and weak messages.
If so, this could limit the upper boundary of the magnitude of
the AQ effect that could be obtained by high-NC people in
the study, thereby reducing the effect size that could be
obtained for the NC  AQ interaction, even if the AQ manipulation would have little or no effect for people relatively
low in NC.13
The only deviation from the original study reported in
Ebersole et al. (2016) was the use of a shorter NC scale.
Deviations with respect to the AQ induction and the failure
to unconfound NC scores and pre-message attitudes were not
noted. In addition to choosing versions of the messages that
likely weakened the AQ manipulation, this problem was
further compounded by the fact that the replication research
did not include the pretesting protocol of the original study.
That is, the original study used pretesting to guide the construction of the strong and weak messages (see Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986, for additional discussion). In contrast, the
replication study arguments were not pretested before the
main replication study. Indeed, some data from the replication study suggested that the AQ manipulation was much
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weaker than in the original study (see Petty & Cacioppo,
2016).
Yet another important undocumented difference between
the replication study and the original study was the instructions that created “baseline” levels of processing motivation.
In the replication, participants were explicitly told that the
policy advocated in the message was proposed to take place
“immediately.” No mention of immediate implementation
occurred in the original study. This change raises a potential
external validity explanation for the difference in results.
Specifically, immediate implementation of a policy is often
used as a method of inducing high involvement in an issue,
which is known to enhance motivation to carefully process
persuasive messages (Petty & Cacioppo, 1979, 1990). Existing theory and prior empirical research indicates that variation in dispositional motivation to engage in effortful
cognitive activity (as assessed by the NC scale) is most likely
to have an effect when there are no clear situational factors
present to motivate people to engage in careful processing of
a persuasive message (e.g., Calanchini et al., 2016; Priester
& Petty, 1995; S. M. Smith & Petty, 1996; Wheeler et al.,
2005). By introducing such a factor, the replication study
created a context likely to inhibit the emergence of the
NC  AQ effect. In contrast, in the original study and most
other studies demonstrating NC effects, either situational
factors are left ambiguous or they are constructed to create
low situational motivation to process the message (e.g., presenting instructions likely to create low involvement) so that
high levels of NC have sufficient room to increase processing over the low baseline level of motivation and low-NC
individuals are not already motivated to process (e.g., by
high personal relevance).
It is difficult to know why these modifications were introduced, though using a shorter NC scale and shorter messages
would reduce the time it takes to complete the study, an
advantage when attempting to replicate many studies at one
time. Yet, the cumulative impact of these changes from the
original procedure would be to work against replicating the
original results (see Cacioppo et al., 1996; Petty et al., 2009).
Luttrell et al. (2017) then conducted what may be the first
published study to empirically document that a failed replication could be replicated along with the original study
results. That is, these authors directly evaluated the cumulative impact of the changes to the original study introduced by
Ebersole et al. (2016) by conducting an experiment in which
they randomly assigned participants to receive either the
Ebersole et al. experimental materials or materials designed
to produce relatively optimal conditions for producing the
effect (i.e., a validated NC scale, statistical control for premessage attitudes, a stronger AQ manipulation using
arguments pretested in prior research, and a lower-relevance
context with longer messages). Luttrell et al. (2017) successfully replicated the Cacioppo et al. (1983) NC  AQ interaction when using the optimal procedure and also replicated the
failure to find an effect when using the Ebersole et al. (2016)
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protocol. Then in another replication literature first, these
findings were further supported by an independent multi-lab
replication of Luttrell et al. (2017) conducted by Ebersole
et al. (2017). They too failed to find a significant NC  AQ
interaction effect with the Ebersole et al. (2016) protocol
(replicating their and Luttrell et al.’s replication failure with
those materials), but they did obtain a significant interaction
effect with the Luttrell et al. (2017) protocol.
In summary, the discrepancy in results between the original Cacioppo et al. (1983) study and the Ebersole et al.
(2016) replication study does not appear to have reflected
a problem in the statistical conclusion validity of the original
study. Rather, the decisive factors appear to be a combination of differences between the studies related to construct
validity and external validity, all of which could have been
identified a priori as potentially problematic on the basis of
the existing NC literature.14 The replication study failed to
produce the expected effect because it used operationalizations of both IVs that were comparatively lower in construct
validity and tested the impact of these IVs in a context to
which the original effect would not be expected to generalize
(i.e., a context in which all participants were motivated to
think because of the high involvement instructions used). As
with the facial-feedback replication discussed earlier, these
factors shown to be playing a role in suppressing the emergence of the effect were not possible to detect in the Many
Labs 3 data because those factors were held constant in those
studies, though they were notably different from the original
study and other demonstrations of NC effects (and in ways
that previous data suggest would decrease the chance of
replication).
This empirical examination of potential reasons for nonreplication is notable for its concrete empirical evidence
regarding how to obtain and not obtain the original effect
and the fact that the moderation uncovered was supported in
a “Many Labs” replication by the investigators who initially
failed to replicate the original effect. Ultimately, it is not
entirely clear which of the six changes introduced in the
replication effort were responsible for the failure to replicate.
The use of a shorter NC scale was explicitly justified by
referring to a need to reduce the completion time for the
study, but it is not clear why the other changes were introduced.15 However, perhaps the most important question
prompted by this case regards the extent to which this example is unique in replication attempts. Is this particular replication study a rare outlier, or a comparatively typical
representative of the larger replication literature, or does it
fall somewhere in between? It is impossible to answer this
question because there are so few studies in which critics of
replication efforts attempt to empirically validate their speculations, and to date there is just one example in which the
replicators attempted to validate the insights of the critics of
their replication effort (Ebersole et al., 2017). However,
knowing whether critics of replication efforts are correct in
their speculations about why a replication effort failed or not
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could provide valuable insights into the broader implications
of disappointing replication rates.

approach. If a conceptual basis does exist, it has yet to be
articulated explicitly.

Potential Justifications for Emphasizing Statistical
Conclusion Validity

Empirical justification. A second approach might be to emphasize statistical issues on empirical grounds. For example, it
has been noted that many original psychology studies are
underpowered (e.g., Button & Munafò, 2017) and published
if results are significant (but not if nonsignificant; Greenwald, 1975). Because significant but underpowered studies
are more likely than well-powered studies to reflect extreme
estimates of the true effect size, original studies with low
power might also be more likely to reflect Type I errors (at
least given certain assumptions). If so, one would expect
low-powered original studies to replicate less often than
high-powered original studies. In some multi-lab replication
initiatives, original studies with properties that might
increase power (e.g., larger effect sizes, smaller standard
errors, and narrower confidence intervals) have replicated
at a higher rate than original studies with fewer such properties (e.g., Open Science Collaboration, 2015).
However, such comparisons are not as straightforward as
they might seem. Many power-related characteristics are
likely confounded with other research features. For instance,
when judges evaluated the extent to which the effect in an
original study from Open Science Collaboration (2015) was
likely to be contextually bound (ratings that could reflect
external or construct validity issues), these ratings predicted
replication success, whereas the predictive efficacy of
power-related properties largely disappeared (Van Bavel
et al., 2016a, 2016b). Power-related properties might also
be related to design features that differ across subdiscipline,
which is also confounded with judged contextual boundedness (see Inbar, 2016).
Alternatively, some might invoke mathematical analyses
linking lack of power to the prevalence of false positives in
the published literature (where a large presence of false positives could produce high proportions of study results that do
not replicate; for example, Pashler & Harris, 2012). However, the soundness of the assumptions underlying the conclusions based on these analyses have been questioned (e.g.,
see Fabrigar et al., 2019; Stroebe, 2016). For example, analyses suggesting that false positives are pervasive in psychology are highly dependent on assuming very high likelihoods
that researchers routinely examine hypotheses that are not
correct. Conceptual or empirical justifications for assuming
such low prior probabilities in psychology have been lacking. Similarly, these analyses assume that researchers commonly report only a single empirical demonstration of a
given effect, when in fact many phenomena of interest in
psychology have been tested across multiple studies in a
single paper. Thus, it is unclear how informative these analyses are for psychological research.
Even if one accepts either of these empirically based lines
of reasoning as valid, these lines of reasoning do not speak
directly to whether the asymmetry in emphasis is justified.

As the previous empirical examples illustrate, it seems
unwise to dismiss external validity and construct validity
as potential explanations for non-replication. There are
clearly cases where the available empirical evidence suggests that one or both played a major role. Most of these
empirical efforts were not designed to isolate construct or
external validity causes. Yet, the evidence in these examples
might be more direct and concrete than evidence for statistical conclusion validity as a cause of any specific replication
failure. Even so, far more emphasis has been placed on statistical conclusion validity than any of the other types of
validity in the replication literature. Is there a compelling
rationale for this asymmetry? There are three possible lines
of reasoning that might be adopted to build a case for the
emphasis on statistical conclusion validity. However, it is not
clear that any of the approaches can at present provide an
adequate foundation upon which to justify the existing
asymmetry.
Conceptual justification. One approach might be to argue for
the primacy of statistical conclusion validity on the basis of
some theoretical rationale. However, it is difficult to see
what that rationale might be. As previously noted, there is
a clear logic for how each type of validity could lead to a
discrepancy between an original study and subsequent replication. In the methodological literature, all four types of
validity have been considered important dimensions for evaluating research, and no clear consensus exists indicating that
threats to one type of validity is more prevalent or severe
than the others (though in randomized laboratory experiments, internal validity is likely the least prevalent problem).
Prevalence or severity might also relate to an empirical argument (to be addressed shortly), but there would seem to be
little conceptual basis for arguing that a deficit in statistical
conclusion validity with high levels of construct, internal,
and external validity would be any more detrimental to replication efforts than deficits in construct, internal, or external
validity accompanied by high levels of the other three
validities.
As noted previously, even individuals strongly emphasizing statistical conclusion validity in non-replication have
often acknowledged, at least in passing, that other types of
validity could also play a role. Yet, the emphasis on statistical issues seems to have been implicitly adopted in the
absence of a clearly articulated rationale for this emphasis.
We are not arguing that anyone has explicitly made the case
that statistical conclusion validity is more central to nonreplication than the other validities, but the substantially
greater attention given to statistical issues portrays such an
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The belief might indicate that statistical conclusion validity
concerns do contribute to non-replication. However, the
question is not whether statistical conclusion validity plays
a role, as it surely does. The operative question is whether
statistical conclusion validity plays a greater role than the
other types of validity or a role commensurate with the lion’s
share of attention it gets (to the point of emphasizing it in
attempts to “increase replicability”). To date, no comparative
exploration of the relative impact of these types of validities
on non-replication has been conducted. Thus, no empirical or
mathematical case for considering statistical conclusion
validity as the strongest (or dominant) contributing factor
to failures to replicate has been presented.
Practical justification. Finally, one might attempt to justify an
emphasis on statistical issues on practical grounds. Perhaps
researchers should focus on statistical conclusion validity
concerns because solving such problems is comparatively
easy, whereas grappling with problems related to the other
three forms of validity is inherently more complex and difficult. We believe there are at least two objections to this line
of reasoning.
First, statistical conclusion validity is not especially simple. It is more multidimensional and conceptually rich than is
often appreciated. Most notably, addressing statistical conclusion validity should be about much more than just enhancing statistical power. It reflects a variety of considerations
including but not limited to the appropriateness of the statistical model being fit to the data, characteristics of the estimation procedure used to calculate model parameters, and
the interplay of these factors with properties of the data
(which, as discussed shortly, are closely intertwined with the
other three forms of validity). Moreover, statistical power
itself is more complex than is sometimes acknowledged and
goes well beyond simply enhancing the sample size of a
given study (e.g., see Kenny & Judd, 2019; Maxwell et al.,
2015; Pek & Park, 2019). Indeed, the underlying complexity
of statistical conclusion validity may be apparent in the wide
range of different potential solutions that have been
advanced.
As noted earlier, though based on a common underlying
assumption that statistical conclusion validity concerns are
central to non-replication, the recommendations offered to
enhance replicability are not necessarily consistent with one
another. For example, arguing in favor of a more stringent
alpha level in statistical tests (e.g., Benjamin et al., 2017;
Greenwald et al., 1996) does not really fit with the viewpoint
that null hypothesis testing should be abandoned in favor of
reporting effect sizes and confidence intervals (e.g., Cumming, 2014; Schmidt, 1996). The complexity of statistical
conclusion validity concerns is also reflected in the criticisms that have been raised in response to many of the recommendations to enhance replicability (e.g., see Fabrigar &
Wegener, 2016; Fabrigar et al., 2019; Fiedler et al., 2012;
Fiedler & Schwarz, 2016; Finkel et al., 2015; Stroebe, 2016).
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If one were to look for an overarching theme to these criticisms, it would probably be that explanations and solutions
based on statistical issues are guilty of oversimplification.
Many of these criticisms arise from concerns that advocates
of statistics-centric viewpoints have failed to take into
account the multidimensional nature of statistical conclusion
validity or failed to recognize that the conclusions they have
reached do not generalize as broadly as they believe (e.g.,
questioning extrapolation of conclusions regarding statistical
conclusion validity developed in the context of a single study
to the context of multiple studies testing the effect of
interest).
A second potential objection regarding the practical justification for emphasizing statistical conclusion validity is
that, although dealing with threats to internal validity, construct validity, and external validity can be challenging,
researchers are not without resources in this regard (e.g.,
Cook & Campbell, 1979; Crano et al., 2015; Kenny, 2019;
Reis & Judd, 2014; Shadish et al., 2002). For instance, an
extensive methodological literature has developed regarding
methods for detecting and minimizing threats to internal
validity (e.g., Brewer & Crano, 2014; E. R. Smith, 2014;
West et al., 2014). Likewise, there is a vast literature on
developing and validating measures and experimental manipulations of psychological constructs (e.g., Brewer & Crano,
2014; Fabrigar & Wegener, 2014; O. P. John & BenetMartinez, 2014; E. R. Smith, 2014; Widaman & Grimm,
2014). Thus, researchers are far from helpless in addressing
concerns related to internal validity and construct validity in
replication efforts.
Indeed, even external validity, a concern that some have
suggested has been neglected in psychological research (e.g.,
Henrich et al., 2010; Sears, 1986), has been more central to
psychological research than is often recognized. Specifically, researchers in many areas of psychology have made
the testing of moderator effects a central focus of their work
(indeed, many theoretical models are primarily about moderators). That is, in many areas of psychology, there has been
interest in whether the effects of a given IV are conditional
on levels of a second (and sometimes third) IV (Judd et al.,
2014; E. R. Smith, 2014). For example, following the initial
introduction of many theories or effects in social psychology,
the next wave of research has focused on the conditions
under which that theory or effect holds. Perhaps the most
well-known example in social psychology is the theory of
cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) where literally
decades of research has focused on a search for moderators
(J. Cooper, 2007; Harmon-Jones, 2019). The same is true for
most of the prominent theories in the field (e.g., see Van
Lange et al., 2012), consistent with McGuire’s (1983) contextualist view of theory development. Although not always
framed as such, the investigation of moderators is inherently
an exploration of the range of external validity of a given
phenomenon, though moderators can also clarify understanding of the conceptual variables involved (construct
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validity; Judd et al., 2014; Spencer et al., 2005). By more
completely specifying when and for whom particular relations exist among constructs of interest, a moderation-based
theory provides greater understanding of the phenomenon
than a main-effect theory that does not anticipate limits to
those effects.
The specification of boundary conditions is a key part of
what many psychological theories are designed to address,
and documentation of when a given effect is enhanced, attenuated, or even reversed is very much a part of the empirical
literature in social and personality psychology (as well as
many other areas of psychology). Hence, when considering
why a well-documented phenomenon has not been replicated, existing theory and empirical research will often provide valuable guidance regarding external validity
explanations. The examples regarding the NC  AQ interaction and the pen-in-mouth facial-feedback effects provide
illustrations of this point. In both cases, the existing literature
provided a basis for generating plausible external validity (as
well as construct validity) explanations. When a given effect
has not been extensively explored, the literature might provide less guidance to conduct a fully informed replication
effort (Luttrell et al., 2017). However, the process of specifying and testing potential boundary conditions in emerging
literatures is very much a part of what psychologists have
done and should do.

Implications and Conclusion
In the previous sections, we have suggested that issues surrounding replication can be profitably organized within the
framework of Cook and Campbell’s (1979) classic validity
typology. We have illustrated at the conceptual level, and in
some cases at the empirical level, how any failure to replicate
a previously reported finding can be a function of study
differences with respect to one or more of these four types
of validity. In the final section of this article, we highlight
some of the broader implications suggested by this
framework.

Consequences of the Validity Asymmetry
in the Replication Literature
Despite the fact that there are good conceptual and empirical
reasons to think that there are four distinct sets of explanations that can account for failures to replicate, the focus in
psychology has seemed to be overly narrow with an emphasis on one of these categories over the others. A natural
question that arises out of this observation concerns the
implications of this asymmetry. Before addressing this, it
is important to note that none of our commentary on this
issue should be construed to suggest that statistical conclusion validity is not important. It is a very important property
of research in the Cook and Campbell (1979) typology and
there is every reason to think that it does play a critical role in
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some failures to replicate (most directly in those where an
original single study or a replication attempt is underpowered or made use of problematic data analytic practices, but
likely in others as well). Thus, the question is not whether
statistical conclusion validity is important to consider, but
whether an emphasis on it with a relative lack of attention to
the other forms of validity is problematic.
One possible response to this question might be that any
negative consequences are comparatively modest. Addressing any problem should only help. Solutions being offered
for the replication crisis might be incomplete and will not
fully address replication problems, but effectively addressing
even one source of non-replication represents progress.
Unfortunately, such an assessment could be overly optimistic. Even setting aside controversy regarding some of the
statistically oriented recommendations, such a view rests
on the assumption that the four types of validity are largely
orthogonal to one another. That is, it presumes that placing a
strong emphasis on one form validity has no effect (or at least
no negative effects) on how researchers address the other
types of validity. This assumption is likely in error for at
least two reasons articulated next.
Distorting methodological decisions and interpretations of findings.
If researchers assume that the dominant reason for nonreplication is statistical conclusion validity, this could introduce “conceptual blinders” when designing original and
replication studies. For example, if researchers believe that
other forms of validity play only modest roles in nonreplication, they might become overly focused on sample
sizes and less careful in ensuring that operationalizations
of IVs and DVs meet appropriate psychometric standards
(e.g., failing to conduct or replicate pretesting of IVs and
DVs, failing to fully report and evaluate results relevant to
construct validity such as manipulation checks or factor analyses). Likewise, they might invest less effort ensuring that
they have constructed a background context and identified a
participant population that create the appropriate conditions
for the effect of interest to emerge.
Exactly these sorts of factors might have played a role in
the need for cognition and, to some extent, the facialfeedback examples discussed earlier. Even when there might
have been reasons to introduce a design change in a replication (e.g., using a shorter scale to save time; introducing a
camera to ensure manipulation fidelity), the potential for
those changes to influence construct, external, or even internal validity might not be considered if one believes that such
validities play only modest roles in replication. This might
account for why the exploration of moderators has largely
been an ancillary concern in replication efforts to date and
why there has been little emphasis on testing potential explanations for non-replication in multi-lab and other replication
efforts.
Blinders to the full set of validity concerns might also
exert a substantial influence on how findings are interpreted.
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If one assumes that statistical conclusion validity is a dominant cause of non-replication, it will be difficult for researchers, even post hoc, to generate alternative explanations to this
account. Consider the facial-feedback non-replication
described earlier in which none of the 55 researchers
involved was able to identify even one methodological feature that might plausibly have accounted for the discrepancy
between the non-replication procedure and those of the original study. However, at least two plausible features were
identified by other scholars that could be extracted from the
methodological and theoretical literatures, and subsequent
empirical research suggested that they might well be viable
candidates for explaining the failure to replicate. Likewise,
in the need for cognition replication failure, none of the 64
replication researchers was able to generate a single explanation for non-replication related to the operationalizations
of the IVs and DV or the context in which their effects were
tested. However, the existing literature in this area provided
a basis for other scholars to identify at least six plausible
explanations related to construct and external validity, and
subsequent research suggested that some combination of
these factors did indeed play a role in the failure to replicate.
Perhaps an even more extreme version of the “conceptual
blinder” effect is that if one assumes a dominant role of
statistical conclusion validity, one might believe that high
statistical conclusion validity can in some way “immunize”
one’s study against threats to other validities. For example,
researchers might be inclined to think that even if their original research efforts or replication attempts use less optimal
operationalizations of the constructs of interest or test this
effect in a less optimal context than theory would suggest,
perhaps these limitations can be offset using a larger sample
size. Unfortunately, as Cook and Campbell (1979) noted
throughout their discussion and as many other methodologists have explained, such a view is more appealing than
sound. Being high on one type of validity generally affords
at best modest and sometimes no protection against threats to
another type of validity. Consider a situation in which the
operationalizations of the IVs and DVs in a replication
attempt represent the same constructs as the original study,
but with more random error. Enhancing sample size might
help. However, the distortions introduced by even modest
increases in random measurement error can often outpace
the benefits of even substantial increases in sample size
(e.g., see Stanley & Spence, 2014). The distorting effects
of random error can become even more pronounced and
difficult to anticipate when examining complex models such
as models with moderator effects and mediational patterns
(e.g., see Bollen, 1989; Judd et al., 2014). Thus, if operationalizations are relatively poor, there might be no realistically
achievable sample size sufficient to offset this problem.
Increased sample size will afford virtually no protection
against other threats to validity. For instance, if construct
validity is eroded because key operationalizations reflect
somewhat or very different constructs than intended,
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increasing sample size might have little to no benefit. Systematic error in measurement will not necessarily result in a
lower reliability coefficient (and thus might be difficult to
detect). Yet, such error in measurement (or in manipulation)
can nonetheless erode effects if the unintended constructs are
unrelated to the phenomenon of interest or can completely
eliminate or reverse effects if the unintended constructs have
opposing effects to the intended construct. Likewise, if the
phenomenon is examined in a context or population where it
should not emerge (low external validity), no increase in
sample size will alter this fact. Similarly, if a key IV is
associated with a threat to internal validity (e.g., differential
attrition), simply running a study with a very large sample
will not solve this problem.16
Strategies for maximizing one validity can undermine another.
Cook and Campbell (1979) also noted a second more direct
problem with assuming that different types of validity are
orthogonal. There can be trade-offs in maximizing each type
of validity. That is, introducing methodological features that
enhance one validity can sometimes reduce another validity.
Thus, adopting research strategies focused overwhelmingly
on statistical conclusion validity might result in an erosion of
other validities. Should one or more of these other validities
play an important role in replication, the result of attempts to
focus on statistical conclusion validity could bring little
change or even a decrease in replication rates.
Consider the seemingly straightforward and generally
sensible suggestion that conducting original studies with
higher power should make them more replicable. Accordingly, many journals have implemented guidelines requiring
that researchers address their choice of sample size and
related issues of power. As a result, simple power calculations that are largely a function of study sample size have
become an easy criterion for initially evaluating the merits of
a given study. Indeed, in some cases, failure to meet this
criterion has been seen as sufficient to “triage” a manuscript
(i.e., reject a manuscript without reviews). The goal of such a
guideline is to increase the power of published research and
thereby enhance statistical conclusion validity. All else being
equal, increased power is, of course, a desirable objective.
However, all else is seldom equal and such policies can have
unintended consequences.
For example, the most common strategy to argue for adequate power has been to increase sample sizes, sometimes to
levels that go well beyond what is feasible using traditional
data collection practices (e.g., psychology undergraduates,
community samples). Thus, data collection for original
research in some areas of psychology has increasingly
shifted to comparatively inexpensive online platforms like
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Such a shift is not inherently
problematic. These platforms have certain advantages and
they no doubt play a useful role in psychological research.
However, they can also introduce potential problems (Anderson et al., 2019). For example, although the samples
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provided by such platforms are in some respects more
diverse than those of traditional department participant pools
and this can be an asset, such heterogeneity can also have
drawbacks. Sample diversity increases the likelihood that the
psychological meaning of a given experimental manipulation or measure might not be the same or as uniform across
participants, thereby violating assumptions of psychometric
invariance (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2016; Finkel et al., 2017).
Thus, in the context of original studies conducted with such
samples, a researcher might be forced to use an operationalization that is not particularly optimal for any given subgroup comprising the sample, but that can function modestly
and comparably well across different subgroups. This might
result in worse construct validity. Of course, using a weaker
or more diverse operationalization can also compromise statistical conclusion validity by reducing power to detect an
effect and thus (ironically) requiring more participants in the
MTurk sample than would have been required in the more
homogeneous student sample.
Similarly, because of the reluctance of participants in
such platforms to undertake lengthy experimental protocols
and because of the economics of paying participants in such
settings, time is often at a premium. Thus, measures and
manipulations are often streamlined to make them time efficient, but such changes also increase the likelihood of construct validity being eroded. In addition, collecting data in
online environments does not permit the same level of control as a laboratory setting. Thus, the impact of distractions
and other extraneous factors is likely to be greater, thereby
attenuating the efficacy of experimental manipulations and
measures (also decreasing construct validity and requiring
more participants to be sufficiently powered).
Online environments also impose limitations on the kinds
of research paradigms that can be used. This will obviously
preclude the use of some operationalizations of IVs and DVs,
thereby further limiting construct validity. It will also present
restrictions on the sorts of contexts in which certain phenomena can be tested, thus potentially decreasing external validity. Finally, as previously noted, online environments
involve contexts in which there will be increased likelihood
of some threats to internal validity such as differential attrition across experimental conditions. In summary, a strategy
that places a premium on sample size might improve original
research in some ways that could make it more replicable.
However, these gains might be offset by eroding other types
of validity that diminish the value of original studies and
could make them even more difficult to replicate.
The sorts of factors we have identified as relevant to
construct validity, external validity, and internal validity also
have implications for statistical conclusion validity. Power is
a function of both sample size and effect size (which is a
function of both observed differences across conditions or
across a predictor variable and of “error” variance within
conditions or across participants falling at the same level
of a given predictor). Although there has been a great deal
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of attention given to increasing sample size to enhance statistical power, as we have already noted, some of these
efforts might also decrease effect sizes (either by reducing
between-condition differences or by increasing withincondition “error” variance). Thus, using precise measures
and manipulations of high construct validity in a homogeneous sample not only has scientific value in its own right but
also has the added benefit of likely increasing power because
of an increase in the effect size. Similarly, carefully constructing contexts that are conducive to the emergence of
an effect (for both construct validity and external validity
reasons) is valuable in its own right but is also likely to
enhance power via increases in the obtained effect sizes.
Even increased internal validity can sometimes enhance
effect sizes if the violations of random assignment that are
eliminated are exerting contradictory effects to those exerted
by the IV.
We are not suggesting that large sample sizes in original
studies or replication studies are undesirable or that conducting research in online environments should be discouraged.
There are obvious methodological benefits to large samples,
and online data collection platforms provide valuable opportunities for researchers. However, each such decision also
has costs. Thus, when evaluating psychological research, it
is not clear that sample size (or power) should be given
special status to the exclusion of other criteria. If it is given
such status, the incentives created for maximizing it will
likely lead to choices that compromise other criteria (see also
Finkel et al., 2017). Thus, when considering an original or
replication study, it is certainly reasonable to start with a
consideration of statistical conclusion validity. However,
that consideration should then be accompanied by consideration of the other types of validity. Underemphasizing the
other three types of validity in original or replication studies
is likely to result in conclusions that can be every bit as
misleading as underemphasizing statistical conclusion validity. Ultimately, the evidentiary value of any study is a function of more than simply its power, and the power of a given
study is a function of more than its sample size. Guidelines
that fail to take into account both of these points are an
insufficient remedy to improve psychological research and
might even harm it.

Improving Replication Rates in Psychological Research
The desire to produce “more replicable” psychological
research has been an abiding and appropriate concern in
recent years. Beyond suggesting that advocated reforms have
been too narrow in their focus on statistical conclusion validity, the present framework also implies that reforms have
perhaps been too narrow in another way. “Replicability” is
not an exclusive property of the original study; it is a joint
function of features of both the original and the replication
study. Errors in either can lower replication rates. Thus,
improvement in replication rates might well require reforms
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in how both original studies and their replications are conducted and reported.
Recall that one key assumption that has distinguished
opposing camps in the replication debate has been the extent
to which the existing empirical literature in psychology is
seen as fundamentally flawed versus the extent to which
current replications initiatives are seen as problematic. The
present framework is agnostic in this debate. It suggests that
problems in original studies, replication studies, or both
could lead to discrepant results. However, it also provides
a set of principles that can help to organize discussions about
how both original and replication studies can be improved to
increase replication rates in psychological research.
Making original studies more replicable. The validity typology
proposed by Cook and Campbell (1979) has long informed
methodological decisions and post hoc evaluations of psychological research. Yet, it might be that this framework is
less prominently featured in methodological training than it
once was and that contemporary researchers are less familiar
with it than earlier generations. If so, a renewed emphasis on
this perspective and more explicit consideration of it during
the design, interpretation, and evaluation of original research
would be a healthy development in the field. At a more
concrete level, the framework suggests several ways in
which new research might be improved to facilitate future
replications.
Statistical conclusion validity issues. There is no doubt that
some problematic statistical practices and views have existed
in the field. Addressing these concerns could be beneficial.
Evaluating the strengths and limitations of the numerous
specific recommendations that have been offered for remedying such concerns goes beyond the scope of the current
discussion, but we note that any effective set of reforms will
have to address more than just power and in addressing
power will have to move beyond functionally equating it
with sample size. Like the other forms of validity, statistical
conclusion validity is complex and is not well captured by
rigid rules of thumb. Furthermore, efforts to enhance statistical conclusion validity will have to be considered within
the broader context of also considering other forms of
validity.
Construct validity issues. One way the replicability of psychological research can be enhanced is by paying more attention to the construct validity of operationalizations of IVs
and DVs. In some topic areas, the construct validity of measures or manipulations has been taken very seriously. Indeed,
in some cases, the development of operationalizations of
constructs and evaluation of their psychometric properties
has been a major research topic in its own right. For example,
personality psychologists have long emphasized developing
and carefully validating formal scales of personality (e.g.,
see O. P. John & Srivastava, 1999). Likewise, the development and evaluation of formal methods of assessing attitudes
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has been a central topic in social psychology dating back to
the 1920s (Thurstone, 1928; see Krosnick et al., 2019; Summers, 1971). However, in other areas, measures and manipulations have been constructed in a fairly informal and ad
hoc fashion. These operationalizations often involve little or
no pretesting in their development and undergo little or no
formal evaluation of their psychometric properties (e.g., see
Flake et al., 2017). Although such operationalizations might
“work well enough” to sometimes produce their predicted
effects, operationalizations constructed in this fashion are
much more likely to produce unstable results. Unfortunately,
even modest increases in the random error of a measure can
lead to substantial increases in the variability of effect sizes
obtained across studies even when sampling from exactly the
same population (Stanley & Spence, 2014). Moreover, such
“noisy” operationalizations might be more likely to shift
across contexts and populations than more precise operationalizations that have undergone careful psychometric evaluation to minimize random and systematic error. Thus, a
greater emphasis on requiring researchers to provide evidence of the construct validity of their operationalizations
in original (and replication) research could help reduce discrepancies between their outcomes.
Along these lines, it is critical to better document the
conceptual logic that guided the operationalizations in the
first place, the specific pretesting protocols used to inform
the operationalizations, the psychometric criteria used to
determine that the operationalizations were satisfactory, and
the results of psychometric assessments. In many cases, more
work goes into the development of operationalizations than
might be apparent from an article. With limited journal
space, authors are often tempted (sometimes at the behest
of editors and reviewers) to only briefly mention or completely omit such “ancillary details” in the interest of allowing fuller discussion of their substantive findings. This lack
of construct validity details poses a major challenge for replications. Fortunately, with the ability to provide long-term
availability of supplementary information online, such
details need not be lost. On a related matter, in recent years,
there has been an increased emphasis on making study materials and measures available to assist in future replications.
Such resources are useful and can provide a helpful starting
point for a replication. However, operationalizations are
often developed to optimize construct validity within the
specific context and population in which they will be used
rather than with the intent of making their psychological
properties broadly invariant over contexts and populations
(e.g., see Fabrigar & Wegener, 2016; Petty, 2018; Stroebe &
Strack, 2014). Thus, the exact materials and measures used
in a prior study does not necessarily provide a “replication
recipe” (Zwaan et al., 2018b) that can be applied without
thought and careful evaluation for suitability in a new participant sample or context (Petty, 2018; cf. Brandt et al.,
2014). Rather, providing information on the conceptual logic
underlying operationalizations and the process by which they
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were developed and by which their validity was evaluated
would often be the more useful “recipe” for future
replications.
External validity issues. Consideration as to the external
validity of a given phenomenon is also important for replication. However, this consideration should be approached in a
way that is perhaps different than how researchers often
think of external validity. External validity is frequently conceptualized in terms of whether a phenomenon is likely to
also emerge in an alternative particular context (e.g., an
accounting office), particular population (e.g., Filipinos),
or combination (e.g., Filipinos working in an accounting
office). Obviously, the potential features of context and population are virtually infinite and such aggregate categories
might well involve many differences between the original
and new setting or population. Specifying the external validity of a given effect at this level is seldom productive. Rather,
external validity is best addressed by grounding effects in
theory.
Specifying, the underlying processes responsible for an
effect and the psychological constructs most likely to regulate the emergence of these processes is at its core a consideration of external validity. Moreover, specifying the
boundary conditions in terms of general principles is more
tractable and likely to be more broadly useful to future
researchers. For example, instead of asking whether a result
obtained with college students would also be obtained with
factory workers (cf. Sears, 1986), one could ask the more
conceptual question of whether an effect obtained with people relatively high in motivation to think (or issue-relevant
knowledge or interest in a topic) would be obtained with
people relatively low in motivation to think (or issuerelevant knowledge or interest in a topic). Importantly, each
of these conceptual variables can be studied within a population of college students or factory workers (see Petty &
Cacioppo, 1996). Although the features of contexts and
populations that might influence a particular effect are vast
in number, the underlying processes by which these features
regulate an effect are likely to be much more limited. Strong
theory can thus provide researchers with a manageable set of
principles that they can apply to the specific population and
context in which a future replication will occur.
As suggested earlier, documentation of background context and population considerations is important for future
replications. Often researchers have a clear notion of the
sorts of conditions most likely to be conducive to their
effects and they construct contexts to produce these conditions. Because of journal space constraints and the fact that
these features are constants that do not function as either IVs
or DVs, researchers might not explicitly mention these background features or, if they are mentioned, they might not be
fully explained. More complete documentation of such considerations in supplementary online materials would be a
valuable resource for scholars conducting future replications.
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As for operationalizations, the specific features of the background factors (e.g., the precise lab room size), although
potentially helpful, are not necessarily the most essential
information. Rather, the underlying logic for these features
(e.g., avoidance of feeling of crowding; creating a low level
of baseline information processing), the process by which
they were constructed, and any assessments of their efficacy
would be more valuable.
Internal validity issues. Internal validity issues have probably not been a major source of problems in original
laboratory-based experimental studies. Where such problems
could have implications for future replications, however,
these problems should be documented and the methods by
which they were remedied explained. For instance, if manipulations are found to produce (differential) attrition across
conditions and protocols were developed to manage such
difficulties, these procedures should be documented in the
article or supplementary materials.
Making replication studies more capable of replicating. More
explicitly formulating replication efforts in terms of the four
types of validity could improve replication rates. To date,
replication researchers have been reasonably attentive to
issues related to statistical conclusion validity, and such
practices are a strength of current replication efforts.
Multi-lab efforts have made possible testing of psychological
effects using much larger samples than would have been
feasible following traditional research practices. In addition,
the careful application of meta-analytic tools to such data is a
positive development (although such analyses are obviously
only as good as the data upon which they are based and
cannot overcome fundamental methodological flaws; for
example, see Bornstein et al., 2009; H. Cooper, 2017; Nelson
et al., 2018). However, active pursuit of statistical conclusion
validity should be balanced against the need to consider
other forms of validity. Obtaining large samples and testing
many different effects within a single study session (where
the original research did not conduct multiple studies on the
same participants), though appealing in some respects, are
not virtues if they undermine other forms of validity.
Streamlining measures and manipulations for convenience should generally be avoided unless the resulting psychometric implications are carefully evaluated (e.g., is
construct validity comparable?; Fabrigar & Wegener,
2016). Likewise, if an original study included pretesting and
validation of its operationalizations, replicating this phase of
the research process should be considered as integral to the
replication effort as to the main study (Petty, 2018). Finally,
when data permit the evaluation of the psychometric properties of the operationalizations used in the replication study,
analyses should be undertaken and fully reported (Flake
et al., 2017). Moreover, their implications (e.g., whether such
analyses suggest decreased construct validity which could in
turn account for a failed replication of the key effect of
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interest) for interpreting the substantive effect of interest
should also be considered. Construct validity information
in replication efforts might sometimes be as interesting and
informative as the actual tests of the key effect of interest.
External and internal validity concerns should also be
more explicitly addressed in replication studies. Replication researchers should carefully consider the contextual
factors and characteristics of the population that are known
to be relevant to the emergence of the effect of interest.
Often, this can only be determined by delving into the literature related to an effect one aims to replicate. The
research relevant to a replication often goes beyond the
specific theory and data that guided the original research.
Therefore, becoming an expert in the literature related to
replications is no less necessary than becoming an expert in
the literature related to one’s original research. Replication
researchers should then attempt to create optimal conditions to demonstrate the effect, or at a minimum, conditions
at least as good as in the original study. Of course, this is
more feasible to the extent that original researchers provide
the necessary information. Efforts to match the conditions
of an original study should also be carefully documented by
replicators. One implication of this consideration is that if
multiple effects are going to be tested as a set, only effects
that are likely to emerge in the same context and population
should be investigated together. Because different psychological effects can reflect different psychological processes,
the conditions conducive to one effect might inhibit another
effect (e.g., a psychological effect most likely to emerge
when people are engaging in relatively little effortful
thought would not pair well with a psychological effect
more likely to occur when people are being highly thoughtful). This possibility should be considered when designing
replication studies. Finally, with respect to internal validity,
researchers should be attentive to how changes in population (e.g., student vs. MTurk) or context (e.g., laboratory vs.
online) might affect threats to internal validity such as differential attrition and fully document how such concerns
have been managed.
As suggested earlier, replication efforts must be informed
by more than the original publication. The first or bestknown demonstration of an effect may not be the optimal
demonstration or the best description of methods for producing the effect. Subsequent research often leads to improved
operationalizations and a better understanding of boundary
conditions of an effect. Even when the original study is
comparatively optimal, many critical methodological features important to demonstrating the effect might not have
been understood at the time. Thus, these features might not
have been highlighted in the description of the methods in
the original work. In light of these facts, it is essential for
replication researchers to familiarize themselves with the
broader methodological and theoretical literature related to
the phenomenon of interest and conduct an “informed
replication” (Luttrell et al., 2017). Failure to consider the
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broader literature might have contributed to some of the
deviations from existing theory and established practices that
went undocumented and probably unrecognized in some
replication studies.
A broader consideration of different forms of validity also
highlights the inferential ambiguity of failed replications.
A failed replication has very different methodological or
theoretical implications depending on which form(s) of
validity might be responsible. Simply reporting that an effect
was not replicated is of modest value if little insight can be
provided as to why this failure occurred (see also Wegener &
Fabrigar, 2018) or if the default assumption is that the failed
replication is due to Type I error in the original research.
Because non-replication is a joint function of both the original and replication study, arguing that the burden of responsibility for explaining non-replication rests with the original
researchers seems one-sided. Such a view is even more suspect if replication researchers have not provided evidence
that they carefully attended to all four forms of validity, at
least to the same level as in the original research. Again,
however, the job of replicators is made simpler to the extent
that original researchers are also clear about their attention to
these validities. Ultimately, the causes of non-replication are
shared and thus explanations for why it happens should be a
shared responsibility. With this in mind, replication efforts
should emphasize not only examining whether an effect
replicates but also testing potential explanations for replication failure when they occur rather than simply indicating
whether a plausible explanation for replication failure can be
generated.

Conclusion
Whether researchers recognize the fact or not, all psychological studies—whether original or replication—involve a
balancing of the four types of validities based on the goals
of the research. Different goals mandate different choices in
emphasizing these forms of validity. Ideally, the balancing
of different validity considerations should be explicitly
addressed by researchers when conducting original studies.
Doing so not only enhances the methodological rigor of the
procedures but also the clarity of the logic behind the procedures and the fundamental goals of the research. The
same explicit consideration of this balance is also essential
when replication studies are conducted. Doing so enhances
not only the alignment of the replication study with the
methodological logic of the original study but also with its
fundamental goals. If either is out of alignment, replication
efforts run the risk of leading to more ambiguity than
insight.
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Notes
1. There is some ambiguity regarding when two studies can be
said to produce consistent versus inconsistent evidence for the
existence of an effect. Different conclusions can be reached
depending on the criterion one uses to define consistency
(e.g., for various discussions, see Braver et al., 2014; Fabrigar
& Wegener, 2016; Maxwell et al., 2015; Open Science Collaboration, 2015). For purposes of the present discussion, we
assume the relatively clear case of non-replication in which the
original study clearly demonstrated an effect and the replication study has produced a highly discrepant result (e.g., a zero
or near-zero effect).
2. Our article is not the first to consider replication in the context
of the four Cook and Campbell (1979) validities. However,
prior discussions (e.g., Finkel et al., 2017) have tended to conflate replication with statistical validity and emphasize that the
“other” validities are also important in designing original
research (i.e., in designing research one should consider replication/statistical validity along with the other competing types
of validity). In contrast, we highlight how each of the four types
of validity can contribute to the replicability of a finding (i.e.,
we do not treat replicability as primarily a statistical conclusion
validity concern, but argue that each of the four validities has a
role to play in conducting a successful replication study).
3. Recent treatments of heterogeneity of effects across even exact
replication studies also suggest that it may not be meaningful to
conceive of a single “true” effect size in a population (e.g.,
Kenny & Judd, 2019). This perspective has a number of interesting implications for statistical power, especially suggesting
that a set of smaller (moderately powered) studies can represent
greater power as a set than a single large (highly powered)
study of the same N as the set of smaller studies.
4. It is also possible for an effect in a replication study to falsely
appear to provide convergent evidence of an effect. This could
occur if the operationalizations in the replication do not map
onto the original constructs, but the unintended constructs represented in the replication effort are related to each other in a
manner that parallels the constructs of interest.
5. Shadish et al. (2002) extended this general definition to include
whether the results would generalize to other operationalizations of the IV and DV. Because these considerations can also
involve questions of construct validity (as noted above), we do
not address this extension here.
6. Or the operation used to assess aggression fails to tap into this
construct for women.

7. The remaining guidelines related to other practices such as
word limits, formatting, and so forth.
8. This asymmetry parallels another related asymmetry that has
sometimes emerged in the replication literature. That is, claiming a meaningful effect in original research often requires
examination of potential alternative explanations for it. In contrast, potential alternative explanations for failures to replicate
are rarely addressed even though, very much like in original
research, some of the potential causes of replication failure are
theoretically uninteresting, whereas others are potentially quite
interesting (see Wegener & Fabrigar, 2018).
9. In considering cases of non-replication, we exclude cases
where the data themselves are fraudulent.
10. We have conceptualized Strack’s second concern in terms of
external validity if the facial-feedback effect is presumed to
only emerge for certain types of cartoons (i.e., cartoons that
are moderately funny, but not for cartoons that are unfunny or
confusing). However, this concern could also be framed in
terms of construct validity. Specifically, an alternative (perhaps
not mutually exclusive) framing might be that the construct
validity of the perceived funniness dependent measure is
eroded when applied to cartoons that are unfunny or confusing,
because people are incapable of meaningfully responding to
such a measure when rating cartoons that evoke very low levels
of the intended construct.
11. A fourth explanation noted by Strack (2016) involved an apparent statistical anomaly in the meta-analysis for the replication
studies across labs. Specifically, he noted that although effect
size and sample size should be uncorrelated, the Wagenmakers
et al. (2016) studies produced a positive correlation. He noted
that this positive correlation is the opposite of what one would
expect if “p-hacking” has occurred (i.e., engaging in practices
in an attempt to exaggerate the statistical evidence for an
effect). This correlation would instead be consistent with
reverse p-hacking (i.e., engaging in practices in an attempt to
weaken statistical evidence for an effect). He argued that it was
important to resolve this anomaly. If considered in light of the
Cook and Campbell (1979) typology, this fourth explanation
could be considered a case in which it is being suggested that
the replication study might be of lower statistical conclusion
validity than the original study.
12. It is also worth noting that the Marsh et al. (2019) test of the
facial-feedback effect was not included in this meta-analysis
because it was published subsequent to the studies reviewed in
the Coles et al. (2019) meta-analysis.
13. Petty and Cacioppo (2016) also noted that shortening the messages from the original could have produced other unintended
effects. Specifically, research has shown that those high in need
for cognition are less motivated to think about simple than
complex messages whereas those low in need for cognition are
more motivated to think about simple than complex messages
(See et al., 2009). If the short messages struck recipients as
simple to process, it could have motivated low-NC participants
to think and reduced motivation of high-NC participants to
think, thereby reducing the likelihood of obtaining the original
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NC  AQ interaction on attitudes. Thus, the use of shorter
messages could also have created a context in which the originally demonstrated effect might not be expected to emerge (an
external validity difference between the original and replication research).
14. The use of weaker independent variables in the replication than
in the original could also compromise statistical conclusion
validity, but the large increase in the sample size in the replication should have at least in part compensated for that. Thus, we
focus on external and construct validity concerns.
15. The only factor that could be specifically evaluated in terms of
its impact on Ebersole et al.’s failure to replicate the original
Cacioppo et al. finding was their use of a shorter NC scale.
Luttrell et al. compared analyses based on items from the short
and long versions of the scale. The key interaction was obtained
with both sets of items, though the effect size was larger with
the longer scale as might be expected given its higher construct
validity and reliability. Even in this case, however, the role of
the shorter scale cannot be definitively assessed because
responses to the six short-scale items in the context of the
longer scale might be different than responses to these same
six items in isolation (e.g., see Knowles, 1988).
16. Introducing multiple factors that erode one or more types of
validity could be even more consequential than might be
expected from a consideration of these factors in isolation. If
the adverse effects of these sources of error combine in a multiplicative (interactive) manner rather than an additive fashion,
the consequences could be even more problematic and difficult
to offset even in cases where enhanced sample size might offer
modest protection against all or some of these threats to
validity.
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